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Abstract

Although thousands of biomarkers have already been discovered, not many have been applied into clinical practice, due to the high time and monetary resources necessary for their identification and validation. Due to its complexity and heterogeneity, and consequent lack of specific biomarkers, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is ideal to apply the model developed in this thesis.

With the purpose of evaluating and selecting the most promising COPD prognostic biomarkers among those found in literature, a multiple-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) model was developed, with focus on the structuring phase. To meet this goal, a socio-technical approach based on the MACBETH method was followed, including an assessment of areas of concern in the biomarker field, the definition of criteria for biomarker selection and respective descriptors of performance and reference levels (using literature, interviews and a Web-Delphi), testing for preference dependence and the design of the resultant value tree.

Results show that experts believe that the clinical relevance, clinical added value, quality of studies and test reliability are relevant dimensions, while the costs of development, the patient comfort, the easiness to measure and analyse a biomarker and the easiness to interpret the results are secondary, as one must be available to give up certain benefits if the biomarker significantly improves the patients’ health/well-being. Although ten evaluation dimensions were considered relevant by experts, some dependencies were found, namely between the evaluation dimensions clinical relevance and clinical added value, leading to the grouping and reformulation of the dependent dimensions, resulting in independent evaluation criteria.

Overall, and despite some difficulties, the approach applied in this thesis worked well, resulting in a good structure for the MCDA model, with seven well defined and relevant evaluation criteria for the prioritization of COPD prognostic biomarkers. In the future, it would be interesting to complete the model, including the building, testing and validation phases of the model.
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Resumo

Apesar de milhares de biomarcadores terem já sido descobertos, não há muitos que tenham sido aplicados à prática clínica, devido à elevada quantidade de tempo e recursos monetários necessária para a sua identificação e validação. Devido à sua complexidade e heterogeneidade, e consequente falta de biomarcadores específicos, a Doença Pulmonar Obstrutiva Crónica (DPOC) é um exemplo ideal para aplicar o modelo desenvolvido nesta tese.

Com o propósito de avaliar e selecionar os biomarcadores de prognóstico de DPOC mais promissores de entre todos os encontrados na literatura, um modelo multicritério de apoio à decisão foi desenvolvido, com foco na estruturação do modelo. Para ir de encontro a este objetivo, uma abordagem sócio-técnica baseada no método MACBETH foi seguida, incluindo o levantamento das áreas de preocupação no campo dos biomarcadores, a definição de critérios para a seleção de biomarcadores e respetivos descritores de performance e níveis de referência (baseado em literatura, entrevistas e num Web-Delphi), teste de dependência de preferência e o desenho da árvore de valor resultante.

Os resultados mostram que os peritos acreditam que a relevância clínica, o valor clínico acrescido, a qualidade dos estudos e a fiabilidade do teste são dimensões relevantes a ser consideradas aquando da seleção de um biomarcador, enquanto os custos de desenvolvimento, o conforto do paciente, a facilidade de medir e analisar um biomarcador e a facilidade de interpretar os resultados são secundários, uma vez que uma pessoa deve estar disponível para abdicar de certos benefícios se o biomarcador melhorar significativamente a saúde/bem-estar dos pacientes. Apesar de dez dimensões de avaliação terem sido consideradas relevantes pelos peritos, algumas dependências foram encontradas, nomeadamente entre as dimensões de avaliação relevância clínica e valor clínico acrescido, o que levou ao agrupamento e reformulação das dimensões dependentes, resultando em critérios de avaliação independentes.

De um modo geral, e apesar de algumas dificuldades, a abordagem sócio-técnica aplicada nesta tese funcionou bem, resultando numa boa estrutura para o modelo multicritério de apoio à decisão, com sete critérios de avaliação bem definidos e relevantes para a priorização de biomarcadores de prognóstico de DPOC. No futuro, seria interessante completar o modelo, incluindo as fases de construção, teste e validação do modelo.

Keywords: Prioritização, biomarcadores, modelo multicritério de apoio à decisão, MACBETH, Delphi, DPOC, dependência de preferência
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Proposed Solution

Thousands of proteins have already been proven to be hallmarks of emerging disease, prognosis of a patient or response to treatment. The identification of protein biomarkers associated with a disease is essential for the improvement of personalized medicine based on blood tests, since they have a great impact in drug discovery and development, possibly leading to better disease outcomes, such as higher patient survival and lower healthcare costs, among others. However, even though several biomarkers have been discovered and presented in studies, there are not many that have been applied into clinical practice (only about one hundred and fifty out of thousands of identified biomarkers), due to the fact that the process of identification and validation of disease specific biomarkers is very time consuming and requires many resources, as well as to the fact that some studies that determine the clinical value of a biomarker are not reproducible and that some studies do not match regarding requirements for regulatory and marker approval [1].

In order to increase the number of clinically validated biomarkers, instead of increasing the number of studies that discover new ones, the Cost Action European project, CliniMark, aims to improve the quality and reproducibility of studies and to create the [Best Biomarker Practice (BBP)] guidelines, in order to establish a coherent biomarker development pipeline from discovery to clinical application, which shall provide guidance to [1]:

- Classify biomarkers considering their characteristics, predicted clinical use and phase of development;
- Select and validate appropriate research-grade biomarker detection tests;
- Select studies and biological samples that have been designed appropriately and that can be reproduced, to reliably validate biomarkers on a clinical level;
- Select and report on appropriate clinical data storage, biomarker data storage, data analysis protocols, privacy concerns, ethical issues, and statistical analysis methods.

To demonstrate this project, which is also being developed with the MEDI-VALUE research project, which develops collaborative approaches in [Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)] to evaluate medical devices, [Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)] will be used as an example. Due to its complexity and heterogeneity, as well as to its molecular and clinical characteristics, there is great difficulty to efficiently stratify the patients and to introduce personalized therapeutic approaches, which, together with the fact that the currently available clinical tools do not predict the progression and exacerbations of this disease efficiently [1], makes [COPD] a great candidate to demonstrate this project with,
due to its clear need for new drugs that can solve some of its major clinical problems: and it all starts with biomarker prioritization.

With all this in mind, an extensive literature survey about COPD biomarkers has been conducted, considering all literature published between 2016 and 2018, plus the biomarkers and articles mentioned in S. Ongay et al. [2], resulting in a list of about one hundred candidate biomarkers for COPD. There are several proteins in this list that showed interesting measurement values, with distinct statistical power, as well as interesting outcomes, with high relevance to COPD when investigated by different research groups. Some proteins had different applications suggested by different authors, likely due to the objective of each study, and there were several proteins that showed potential for more than one outcome, such as diagnostic and prognostic, or Context of Use (COU). The same way, one specific prognosis, such as mortality or exacerbation, can have several biomarkers associated with distinct biological functions. However, it is very likely that not all selected biomarkers will be relevant in drug development in COPD.

For this reason, it is now necessary to evaluate all the biomarker candidates and select the most promising ones, to be further analysed and tested. MCDA methods and tools have been identified as a good option to reach this goal, by helping researchers in optimal decision making and involving the knowledge of different stakeholders (researchers and clinicians), while building an evaluation model. Therefore, the proposed solution to the problem above, and main goal of this thesis, is to create and test a MCDA approach, with focus on the structuring of the model, to help experts in COPD biomarker prioritization, but that can be adapted and used for any given disease, and not only COPD which will be used solely as an example to apply the created model and to demonstrate and evaluate its results. Furthermore, by facilitating the biomarker prioritization process, and by selecting the most promising biomarkers, this approach will help reducing significantly both time and money resources associated with the process of identification and validation of disease specific biomarkers.

1.2 Document Structure

The remaining of the document is organized as follows:

- Chapter 2 presents all the fundamental concepts necessary to understand this thesis, including an overview of personalized medicine, biomarkers and COPD.
- Chapter 3 includes a literature review regarding MCDA and participatory methods for biomarker prioritization and regarding COPD.
- Chapter 4 describes the socio-technical methodology for biomarker prioritization to be used in this thesis.
- Chapter 5 presents the results of the application of the methodology to the case of COPD followed by observations, drawn conclusions and discussion of results.
- Chapter 6 presents a brief discussion of the thesis as a whole.
- Chapter 7 includes the conclusion drawn from this master thesis, as well as outlines for future work.
Chapter 2

Context

In this chapter, the fundamental concepts to understand this thesis will be described.

First, an overview of personalized medicine will be presented, including its characteristics and advantages in clinical care, as well as its connection with biomarkers and biomarker prioritization. Secondly, this chapter will cover biomarkers: more specifically, their main characteristics, their cycle of discovery and development, their connection with drug development, economic evaluation associated with biomarkers and the key points associated with biomarker prioritization, namely why it is relevant and necessary and what would make a biomarker ideal. Lastly, COPD will be presented, as it will be used in this thesis as an example disease to demonstrate the application and results of the MCDA model that will be created.

2.1 Personalized Medicine

Personalized medicine, also known as precision medicine or individualized medicine, consists of treatment directed to the need of individual patients, considering biomarker, genetic, phenotypic or psychosocial characteristics that distinguish a certain patient from others with similar clinical presentations, classifying them according to their probable disease risk, prognosis and/or response to treatment [3][4]. Clinical phenotyping allows for patient classification into specific subgroups, based on observable characteristics and properties of an organism, while endotyping uses the presence of a biological mechanism to define a patient subgroup [3]. These subgroups provide information regarding prognostic and allow to determine more appropriate therapies for the patients [5].

The main goal of personalized medicine is to improve individual treatment, including clinical outcomes and minimization of side-effects for those patients likely to respond to a given treatment [5]. The fact that it enables risk assessments, earlier diagnosis and optimal treatments, leads to a better healthcare, as well as lower associated costs [6].

Over the last few decades, a lot of evidence has emerged, showing that a significant part of variability in drug response is genetically determined, depending on age, health status, nutrition, epigenetic factors, environmental exposure and concurrent therapy. Personalized medicine allows for the development of new agents and drugs specifically for patients that do not respond well, or as predicted, to medications [6].

As represented by the different colors in Figure 2.1, people are different and have different genetic characteristics and, as a consequence, can present different outcomes when subjected to the same drug, some benefiting from it, while others suffer adverse effects or no effect at all. However, when using personalized medicine, the drug that each patient is given takes into account their personal character-
istics. This information is obtained through several tests, which use biomarkers, and allow for patients to be separated in different groups according to their characteristics, and to receive the right medicine for them (either a different drug or a different dose). This way, each patient benefits from individualized treatment, leading to a higher benefit rate and less adverse effects [7].

Figure 2.1: Treatment outcome with and without personalized medicine (source: [7]).

In sum, personalized medicine can offer: better medication selection, by predicting which patients are likely to respond successfully to a certain drug and which are not; safer dosing options, by predicting the optimal dose to use for each patient; and improvements in drug developments, by targeting specific population, with specific genetic characteristics, that can be helped by a certain medication, speeding up the clinical trial process and avoiding the exclusion of certain biomarkers or drugs for not being effective for the majority of the population, only helping (sometimes very successfully) individuals with specific characteristics. Also, by eliminating unnecessary treatments that would be ineffective or dangerous, personalized medicine leads to substantial drug cost savings for patients, as well as for the entire health care industry [6].

However, for personalized medicine to be efficiently applied in a certain disease, it is essential to have the best biomarkers of treatment response and prognosis in individual patients for that disease [8], hence the importance of biomarker prioritization, which will be further explored along the chapter. Only then will it be possible to reach the best outcomes, with the highest benefits, improving the lives of all those affected [8].

2.2 Biomarkers

According to the National Institutes of Health Biomarkers Definitions Working Group, a biomarker is a “characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biologic processes, pathogenic processes or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention” [9]. Recently, as a result of the advancement in personalized medicine, a biomarker can also be perceived as an indicator that enables the development of treatment interventions for specific patients, maximizing therapeutic benefits and minimizing the risk of treatment [10]. In general, a biomarker should be associated with the
biological mechanisms involved in a disease or its treatment and be able to correlate statistically with clinical outcomes [11].

2.2.1 Cycle of Biomarker Development

The cycle of biomarker discovery and development is represented in Figure 2.2. In the beginning of this cycle, there is an enormous number of candidate biomarkers and no analyzed samples. However, as we advance in the pipeline, the number of analyzed samples increases significantly, while the number of biomarker candidates decreases to a very low number, because there are few biomarkers that have all the necessary characteristics to be qualified or even accepted in a drug study. The main objectives and characteristics of each of the six phases of the biomarker discovery and development pipeline are described below.

![Figure 2.2: Biomarker discovery and development pipeline.](image)

1. Pre-discovery: The first phase of the biomarker discovery and development pipeline is the pre-discovery, being characterized by the articulation of the clinical goals of the biomarker, the choice of the clinical endpoint of interest (e.g. mortality, exacerbation) and the development of a health economics framework, in order to assess the biomarker [10].

2. Discovery: The second phase, which usually lasts between 1 and 3 years, focus on the discovery of biomarker candidates, both on clinical and nonclinical studies, including DNA variations, transcriptome, proteome, phosphoproteome, metabolome, circulating cells, histology features, imaging properties and physiological measurements. This phase also involves the identification of biological samples (DNA, plasma, serum, etc.) and platform (targeted or untargeted) to be used, as well as independent cohorts for replication. Ideally, results obtained in the discovery phase should be replicated in multiple other cohorts, in order to ensure stability and generalizability of data [10][12].

3. Development: The development phase, which usually lasts between 3 and 5 years, is divided in two parts [10][12]:
   - Analytical Validation: The first part is the analytical validation, being characterized by the development and utilization of clinically appropriate platforms and the evaluation of analytical performance characteristics following clinical guidelines. The results must show generalizability across different samples, as well as reproducibility and standardization of the assay;
   - Clinical or Nonclinical Utility Studies: The second part consists on an evaluation of clinical/non-clinical utility. The results must show well-designed experiments, added value in research models and/or patients, such as improved health outcomes, and performance characteristics, indicating, for example, if the biomarker is cost-effective.

4. Qualification: The fourth phase, which usually lasts more than a year, is the phase where the biomarker is tried for qualification. For this to happen, it is necessary for there to be an agreement about intended context of use by multiple stakeholders, coordination of efforts toward data generation and strong evidence for stated context of use. If the biomarker is qualified, it will be allowed acceptance in future drug programs without the need of a new review [12].
5. Acceptance: The fifth phase is about acceptance in a drug program, which depends on the quality of evidence showing utility, the reproducibility in well-designed studies, the technical abilities of outside groups and the dissemination of data. It is relevant to notice that, in certain cases, a biomarker without qualification can be given regulatory acceptance in a drug program, but it is necessary to provide Food and Drug Administration (FDA) with evidence of analytical validity and clinical/nonclinical utility of the biomarker. In these cases, since the biomarker is not qualified, it cannot be used in other drug programs without re-review [12].

6. Attrition: The sixth and final phase is the attrition phase, which may occur if the performance of the biomarker was misjudged, which could happen due to new evidence of limited efficacy or data showing possible harm [12].

The whole process of bringing a biomarker from development to qualification requires a large investment, both in time and money. In fact, it is estimated to cost between 800 million and 1.7 billion dollars, requiring between 7 and 12 years. Therefore, the best long-term strategy to reach qualification involves industry, academic labs and disease foundations working together, and sharing goals, responsibilities and risks [11][12].

Nowadays, in the era of personalized medicine, many research efforts have been directed to the identification of novel biomarkers. However, among all the biomarkers that enter the biomarker discovery and development pipeline, only a small percentage reaches the end, being successfully translated from scientific discovery to clinical application. This fact results in a loss in health potential for both patients and society, as well as in wasted resources from public and private investors, used during research, development and evaluation of the biomarkers [13].

In this moment, and for the purpose of this thesis, we find ourselves almost in the end of the discovery phase of COPD biomarkers, preparing to enter the development one. However, before it is possible, it is necessary to narrow down the number of candidate biomarkers, in order to start the validation and translation into clinical applications process with the best possible candidates, so the investment, both in time and money, can be minimal, while achieving the best possible results.

2.2.2 Biomarkers in Drug Development

Biomarkers are used in all stages of drug development, being a valuable tool to create safe and efficacious drugs, by providing greater accuracy or more complete information regarding disease progression or drug performance [11]. They can be classified as one, or several, of the following categories, depending on their use and clinical context: diagnostic, prognostic, predictive, monitoring, response, safety or susceptibility biomarker [12].

In recent years, one of the main problems scientists have been facing in drug development is finding biomarkers that are predictive, or "translate well", from animal or in silico models to humans, because sometimes a biomarker can present significant values in an animal and not present them in a human. This lack of correlation may happen due to several reasons: the biomarker may give indications about the disease but may not reflect clinically important treatment effects; the therapy may impact the biomarker chosen, but the parameter may be irrelevant to the disease; and, finally, a drug can work in humans through many different pathways, which may not be reflected in animal models [11].

As for the economics, they have become a bigger and bigger part of drug development as time passed. In fact, the whole process of drug development has experienced a significant growth in cost, while the number of drugs submitted and approved per year has been decreasing. There are several causes for such a decline, including the complexity of new disease targets, diseases with multiple factors, more regulatory requirements and higher expectations related to drug safety. Inefficiencies in the pro-
cess, as well as marketing expenses, are also associated with the increase in drug development costs. The marketplace also has a significant impact on whether a new drug will be distributed to the patients, even if approved, because if a compound is not sufficiently different from other approved molecules, regarding safety, efficacy and/or cost, it is not likely that it will be supported by large insurers or that it will become an approved course of treatment in countries were health care systems are publicly funded [11]. Therefore, it is highly important to perform an economic evaluation of the biomarkers during the process of drug development.

2.2.3 Economic Evaluation of Biomarkers

In order to prioritize between competing innovations, and before making payment decisions regarding the development of new drugs and expensive interventions, decision makers need information regarding the health economic impact of interventions. Thus, economic studies need to be conducted [14][15]. To avoid elevated medical costs, it is natural that new biomarkers need to be examined with respect to their economic benefits, additionally to their clinical utility. However, biomarkers will always need to start by demonstrating their clinical usefulness, because a new biomarker will not make economic sense unless it is clinically useful, both in terms of patient care and clinical decisions [14].

From the moment the diagnostic accuracy and potential clinical usefulness is established, a biomarker may be subjected to several types of economic studies [14]:

- **Cost minimization**: Cost minimization studies are the simplest of the four, consisting on the determination of the intervention/test that, compared to others that produce the same outcome, is the cheapest (better relation price-outcome).

- **Cost-effectiveness analysis**: These studies have the purpose of determining the most efficient way to use a fixed set of resources, in order to obtain the best possible effect, which is usually a natural unit, such as a life year, but can also be numbers of clinical events (for example, number of strokes prevented).

- **Cost-benefit analysis**: In these studies, the costs of the test/intervention are compared with the costs of the benefit. However, assigning a monetary value to the benefit is not easy, requiring equating a monetary value to a year of life.

- **Cost-utility analysis**: Cost-utility studies are the most commonly used, and estimate the ratio between the cost of an intervention/test and its benefit in terms of years gained in full health, which is described using money per Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY) gained. For a biomarker to be cost-effective, it must be associated with a maximum of USD 50,000 per QALY gained.

To determine the usefulness of a new laboratory test, including the usefulness of a biomarker, it is necessary to go through four different levels of studies/evidence that have to be examined before the biomarker can be adopted for clinical practice. The first one includes technical and analytic issues, from bias to imprecision and analytical measurement interval, among others, with the purpose of determining the reproducibility and accuracy of the results. The second one has the purpose of determining if the biologic factors that may affect a test result are relevant in that case: for example, if the blood concentrations of a biomarker depend on factors such as diet and exercise, with no relation to the disease, then it is likely that the biomarker will not be useful. If these first two levels are not cleared, then the biomarker makes no economic sense. The third level is all about diagnostic accuracy, including diagnostic sensitivity and specificity, likelihood ratios and predictive values. The fourth and final level regards usefulness/utility of the biomarker. Based on all the information gathered, the biomarker will
receive a grade from A (high certainty of substantial benefit) to D (zero or negative benefit). Thus, if the biomarker receives a mark lower than B, it is unlikely that it will make economic sense or that it will be recommended and adopted [14].

The only problem is that, in certain cases, it is very challenging to evaluate the cost effectiveness of biomarkers. For example, in the case of diagnostic biomarkers, it is difficult because diagnostics themselves do not have a direct influence over long-term outcomes, but rather impact the subsequent care process. Therefore, it is necessary to take under consideration the accuracy of the diagnostic test, the impact of the diagnostic on subsequent therapeutic decisions and the effectiveness of those therapies, which makes the whole process significantly more challenging [15].

All things considered, an economic evaluation is clearly critical in the development of a biomarker, and should be taken under consideration when selecting the most promising biomarkers for a certain disease, in order to avoid wasting both time and money with a biomarker that makes no economical sense and that, consequently, will likely have no future.

2.2.4 Added Value of a Biomarker and the Benefit-Cost-Risk Triangle

Throughout the years, the advances in proteomics, genomics and biotechnologies have led to the generation of multiple biomarkers that present clinical value in diagnosis, prognosis, prediction of risk and therapy response, among others [16].

However, questions about their usefulness have emerged, since not all these new biomarkers add value to the ones that already exist [16][17]. Therefore, before biomarker prioritization, it is crucial to determine if a set of new biomarkers has added value or not, which can be done through the building of two nested classification models, used to combine multiple biomarkers to predict an outcome: the first one being a partial model containing the existing biomarkers, while the second one is a full model where the new biomarkers are combined with the existing ones. This can be done using several different methods, including the Likelihood Ratio (LR) or the Wald Test, in order to determine the statistical significance of the new biomarker, or the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve, also known as Area Under the Curve (AUC) in order to compare the diagnostic performance (in terms of a diagnostic accuracy metric) of the two models [16].

After a biomarker has been considered to add value, it is also highly relevant to determine the benefits, costs and risks associated with it.

Biomarkers are of great help in healthcare, and can have several benefits, depending on their characteristics, including the ability to make a diagnosis or prognosis or to predict the outcome of a treatment, among others [18]. However, there are also costs and risks associated, that need to be taken under consideration.

The costs associated with the development of a new biomarker always include time and resources. Additionally, it can include costs associated with specific and unpredictable problems, such as laboratory errors. As mentioned in the previous section, it is essential to go through an economic evaluation of all biomarkers during the process of drug development, in order to assess the total costs associated with each one. As for risks, the simple fact that there is always an elevated cost associated with the development of a biomarker, which can end up being useless, having no relevant clinical application, is a very high risk. Also, there is always the risk that a drug, which uses a specific biomarker, may not be accepted by the public, either due to the price or due to the existence of similar products, with similar purposes and outcomes, more well known. Thus, for all this reasons, the benefit-cost-risk triangle is an issue that should be addressed in every biomarker development process, before selecting the most promising biomarkers, which should favor the benefit end of the triangle [19].
2.2.5 Biomarker Prioritization

When compared to standard non-biomarker guided approaches, a biomarker-guided approach leads to better health outcomes and a better experience for patients, either if the situation is ideal and the costs are lower, or even if the costs are slightly increased, in which case the benefits of the biomarker outweigh the costs. However, when biomarkers do not modify disease management, they are usually not very useful on a clinical level, due to the fact that they have little to no impact on patient-related health outcomes and tend not to be cost-effective [10]. Therefore, it is highly relevant to efficiently select the most promising biomarkers for a certain disease, hence the concept of biomarker prioritization, even though there are many challenges in biomarker prioritization and evaluation, including the large number of potential biomarkers, the distinct utilization contexts, the fact that they are used by different types of stakeholders, the variable levels of evidence, the little evidence and synthesis of evidence on biomarkers impacts, the uncertainty regarding impacts, biomarkers impacting one of several diseases, biomarkers potentially changing patient pathways, high costs of biomarker validation, absence of objective prioritization criteria and lack of consensus regarding the relevant benefits, risks and costs to be considered in biomarker evaluation.

An ideal biomarker, which would be the goal biomarker for any disease, is a biomarker that presents the following characteristics [10][19]:

- It should be safe, accurate, sensitive, not expensive and easy to measure;
- It should be visible before histopathological changes, but also present changes that give information after active damage (modifiable with effective therapy);
- It should present a correlation with the severity of the damage/disease;
- It should be easily accessible in the peripheral tissue, namely in the blood or urine, with minimal discomfort to the patient;
- It should be associated with a known mechanism, allowing full comprehension of the biomarker and its biomolecular characteristics;
- It should be able to indicate the location of the damage;
- Its results should be reproducible across age, gender and different racial and ethnic backgrounds;
- It should guide clinicians to intervene with more effective therapies for patients who need them, eliminating the use of ineffective or harmful ones.

Since there are several characteristics that a biomarker must have in order to be considered ideal, it is very likely that there is no such biomarker, meaning that it will probably be necessary to consider a group of biomarkers, instead of just one, to characterize a certain disease [19].

The number of biomarkers that enters the biomarker discovery and development pipeline during discovery, with the aim of reaching a clinical application, is too high compared to the resources available to do so. Consequently, it is essential to identify the most promising candidates, with the highest chance to succeed as a commercial product, which requires an early estimate of their potential clinical impact, commercial value, and cost, among others. However, on the one hand, the currently used methods for early biomarker evaluation do not provide much insight into clinical value. On the other hand, methods such as early economic modeling, used to assess clinical value, are too extensive to be used for biomarker prioritization and require more data, are computationally more complex and, consequently, require a lot of time and resources to implement. As a consequence, assessing and prioritizing multiple
biomarker candidates, each with multiple possible applications, is usually unfeasible using such methods [13].

The fact that this decision involves several different criteria, and that there is usually a great number of potential biomarkers after the discovery phase of the biomarker discovery and development pipeline, makes it very hard to select the most promising candidates simply by analysing and comparing all of them, one by one. Therefore, developing MCDA approaches presents high potential and interest for the prioritization of biomarkers, since these approaches take under consideration all of the necessary criteria and allow for the evaluation of multiple candidates.

2.3 Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease

COPD is a complex and heterogeneous disease, that is characterized by persistent and progressive airflow limitation and associated with an abnormal chronic inflammatory response of the lungs due to noxious particles and gases, leading to an acceleration of structural changes and narrowing of airways and, consequently, decline in lung function, as represented in Figure 2.3 [20][21]. The airflow limitations result from physiological changes in the lungs due to inflammation, fibrosis and liminal exudates (by a pathogen) [20].

![Comparison between a healthy lung and a lung with COPD](source: [22]).

COPD is a common, preventable and treatable disease, and even though it can also be caused by environmental factors, such as air pollution and biomass fuel exposure, its main cause is cigarette smoke: in fact, around 50% of smokers end up developing COPD although the risk decreases by half after an individual quits smoking [5][23]. Apart from all this possible causes, host factors are also assumed to predispose individuals to develop COPD [5]. As for the major symptoms of COPD, they include chronic cough, excessive mucus production and dyspnea, which progress slowly in comparison to other lung diseases [20].

The fact that COPD is a heterogeneous disease means that pulmonary involvement usually varies widely, being frequently accompanied by extrapulmonary manifestations and several comorbidities [21]. Comorbidities, such as cardiac dysfunction, endocrine disorders, lung cancer and osteoporosis, as well as exacerbations, are associated with the severity of the disease [20][21][24]. These comorbidities are often associated with age, since clinical symptoms tend to manifest only after a prolonged exposure to the toxic substance, as well as with an unfavorable social environment, since they tend to arise in the most vulnerable segments of society [21].

As the disease progresses, pulmonary hypertension may occur due to hypoxic vasoconstriction. In severe COPD patients occasionally suffer from dysfunction of respiratory skeletal muscles, which can result in weight loss, sepsis, fatigue and weakening, among others. Also, respiratory infections,
environment and pollution, result in sudden exacerbations in these patients, leading to an increase of the inflammation rate. Consequently, there will be a sudden increase in airway limitations and gas entrapment, which can cause systemic effects like cardiac failure and aging, in chronic patients [20].

It has been reported that COPD kills more than four million people per year, and 90% of those deaths occur in low and middle-income countries. According to World Health Organization (WHO), this disease was the fifth cause of death in 2002 and is expected to be the third leading cause of death by 2030 [20][24]. By association with its high prevalence, COPD generates significant social and healthcare costs [21], resulting in $44 billion healthcare expenses every year [24].

Due to the fact that COPD is a very complex and heterogeneous disease, making it very difficult to efficiently stratify patients and to introduce personalized therapeutic approaches, as well as the fact that the currently available tools do not predict the progression and exacerbation of this disease efficiently, it will be used as an example disease in this thesis for prioritization of biomarkers, since there is a clear need for new clinical approaches. Therefore, in the next chapter, a literature review will be made concerning COPD from its characteristics to current clinical approaches, biomarkers and precision medicine associated with it, as well as concerning MCDA models and participatory methods, namely which will be used in this thesis and why.
Chapter 3

Literature Review

In this chapter, a literature review will be made, focused on MCDA and participatory methods, as well as on the application in COPD of all the concepts previously discussed in chapter 2.

First, an introduction to the approach chosen for this thesis, will be made, followed by an overview of MCDA models in healthcare and, more specifically, in biomarker prioritization, which is the focus of this thesis. Secondly, an overview of participatory methods will be made, with special focus on the Delphi method, which will be used in this thesis. Finally, COPD will be further explored, namely regarding the use of biomarkers and the usefulness of personalized medicine in a complex and heterogeneous disease, such as this one.

Databases such as google scholar, pubmed, b-on and science direct were searched, using expressions such as biomarkers, prioritization, multicriteria decision models, MACBETH, participatory methods, Delphi, COPD and combinations among them.

3.1 Prioritization Approaches - Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis

Modelling decisions is not as straightforward as economic rationalists proclaim. Although there are some highly complex economic models, they are not necessarily cost-effective or realistic. Simply stated, a good model is defined as a model that reflects accurately the decision-maker(s) perceptions [25].

There are several decision making techniques available, but we chose to use Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) models for biomarker prioritization in this thesis, because they are not only some of the most commonly used approaches for priority-setting [26], but they can handle problems with multiple objectives, have an encompassing nature, are intuitive, have theoretically sound methods to balance benefits, costs and risks, allow for the use of different types of data, allow the involvement of different stakeholders, taking their preferences and values under consideration, have easily understandable outputs [27][28], and promote transparency, accountability and reasonableness in decision-making [29]. This technique also has the great advantage of capturing the knowledge from a decision, making it reusable for others who need to make the same decision, or a similar one [30]. Considering that the purpose of this thesis is to create a model to assist researchers and clinicians in the selection of the most promising biomarkers for validation and translation into clinical applications not only in COPD but also in other diseases, the previously mentioned advantages of MCDA make it a very promising approach. MCDA is a tool used for decision making, that uses a set of quantitative and qualitative approaches, that simultaneously and explicitly takes under consideration multidimensional and often conflicting factors, allowing for comparison of technologies, namely medical, by combining individual criteria into one overall assessment. This tool can make complex decision-making processes significantly simpler, and
has been successfully used since the 1960's to solve decision problems in many areas, namely in financial decision-making, environmental impact studies, resource allocation, budgeting and geographical information systems [31][32].

The fact that MCDA can consider factors that go beyond cost-effectiveness analysis, as well as the fact that it makes the decision process more rational, efficient and explicit, gives it potential to improve the quality of decision making and offers several possibilities that would be very interesting in Health Technology Assessment [HTA] [31][32]. Over the last 10 years, several different MCDA models have been created and applied in HTA, namely across Europe, each with its specific characteristics, including slightly different approaches, focus and complexities, after several groups of scientists started realizing some of the issues associated with the healthcare reimbursement decision-making process [31].

MCDA has the potential to overcome the challenges presented by traditional decision-making tools, in particular when the decision-making is complex and includes multiple criteria, multiple stakeholders and both quantitative and qualitative data [32].

3.1.1 Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis Models in Healthcare

Decision making in healthcare is of extreme importance, since these decisions are not only complex, but also involve uncertainties and have to consider the preferences and values of stakeholders. Even though a variety of methods have been proposed to support the decision-making process in healthcare, MCDA is one of the most frequently used methods [32][33]. In the healthcare domain, MCDA can be used to assess new health technologies and orphan drugs, improve the efficiency, rationality and legitimacy in resource allocation, support benefit risk assessment, develop universal coverage health benefit package, portfolio decision analysis, include stakeholder input and preferences in comparative effectiveness research, prioritize investment in public health interventions, prioritize patient’s access to services and weigh the several endpoints in the assessment of efficiency and quality in healthcare [27][32][33].

In 2014, G. Adunlin et al. [32] conducted a study with two main goals: to systematically identify applications of MCDA in healthcare and, based on the identified bibliographical records, identify and report the publication trends of MCDA English language studies, from 1980 to 2013, that used any MCDA technique in the healthcare area (instead of focusing on only one) and that involved the participation of decision makers, were considered for inclusion in this study: and a total of 66 citations were included, the majority conducted in the United States. As a result, it was determined that the number of publications reached its highest value in 2012, that cancer was the most researched healthcare topic (among a total of 60 interventions or disease areas), that the most covered area of application was diagnosis and treatment (among 14 different areas) and that the most commonly used MCDA technique was Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP).

Among all the techniques used in the considered studies, AHP was the most commonly used, likely due to the fact that it is very flexible, helps capture both subjective and objective aspects of a decision, and a lot of software has been developed for this method [32]. However, this method has been very criticised by several authors over the years. According to L. Rietkott [34], one object of criticism is "the possibility of rank reversal in case of the introduction of an additional alternative to an existing decision problem”. The fundamental scale has also received some negative criticism, namely by H. A. Donegan et al. [35], who claimed that the English verbal scale used in AHP presents some ambiguity. S. Karapetrovic et al. [36] have also shown in their study that the consistency ratio was above 10% in several cases, even though the judgements were made logically and not randomly. Lastly, according to C. Bana e Costa et al. [37], AHP violates the “Condition of Order Preservation”, fundamental in decision-making, which states that, in a set of alternatives, both the order and intensity of preference must be
maintained. In sum, AHP has been severely criticised due to a missing adherence to axioms of utility theory [34] and not respecting the theoretical foundations of Multi-Attribute Value Theory (MAVT) [27].

According to A. Angelis and P. Kanavos [38], there are several MCDA approaches, which can be classified in three different groups: (a) value measurement methods, which includes MAVT (b) outranking methods and (c) ‘satisficing’ and aspiration level methods. In this thesis, we wanted to use a value measurement method, due to the simplicity of the required value judgements and to the fact that they can be applied to multiple decision contexts. More specifically, we wanted to use a MAVT method, since they are comprehensive, robust and they are able to reduce motivational biases and ambiguity [38]. As a result, AHP as well as all the other MCDA methods that do not respect the theoretical foundations of MAVT has not been considered to be used in this thesis, even though it is one of the most frequently used and implemented MCDA methods [39].

Therefore, we analysed some of the most well known and most used MCDA methods that respect the theoretical foundations of MAVT, according to C. Bana e Costa [40], which are described below, in order to select the most suitable one for the objective of this thesis.

**MCDA methods used for scoring:**

- **Bisection Techniques:** This is a numerical approach, used for cardinal value measurement [40]. In this technique, the decision-maker is asked to determine, on the attribute scale, the value point that is exactly halfway of the maximum and minimum value of the scale, followed by the value point between the point previously discovered and the maximum, then the minimum, and so on, until the decision-maker is satisfied with the result [41].

- **Direct Rating:** This is a numerical approach, used for cardinal value measurement [40]. In this technique, the most important criterion is assigned 100 points (for example), and the least important 0 points. The importance of the remaining criteria is then determined comparatively to the most and least important criteria, in such a way that the intervals between them represent the intensity of preferences of the decision-maker [42].

**MCDA methods used for weighting:**

- **Trade-off:** This is a numerical approach, where two options, different in only two criteria, are compared at a time. One of the options has the best impact on the first criteria and the worst on the second, and the other option the exact opposite. This way, the decision-maker can determine the most important criterion of the two, by choosing his preferred option. After this, and in order to yield indifference between the two options, an adjustment of the impact level is made, consisting on worsening the best impact of the chosen option or improving the worst impact of the non-chosen option. This adjustments have to be performed for the n-1 pairs of options (where n is the number of criteria). If the value functions associated to the criteria are known, numerical values for the scaling constants can be derived through the resolution of a equation system [40].

- **Swing Weighting:** This is a numerical approach that is used to elicit relative criteria weights, which is done by giving a score of 0 to the attribute with the worst performance, 100 to the one with the best performance [38], and a value in between to the other attributes, according to their performance (the better the performance, the higher the value, as a percentage of the highest value swing) [43].

- **Point Allocation:** This is a numerical approach, where the decision maker is given a certain number of points, for example 100, and is asked to divide them among the criteria, describing
their weights directly. The more points a criterion receives, the more relative importance it has. Although this method is very easy, it has two main disadvantages: it becomes harder as the number of criteria increases and weights obtained are not very precise [44].

**MCDA methods used for both scoring and weighting:**

- **Measuring Attractiveness by a Categorical Based Evaluation Technique (MACBETH):** This is a non-numerical approach, that can be good for decision-makers that do not feel comfortable in directly scoring the options [40]. This technique considers pairwise attribute comparisons (on each criterion or among criteria). The qualitative judgements to compare them are made by the decision-makers, using a semantic scale to express the differences in attractiveness of those attributes (null, very weak, weak, moderate, strong, very strong and extreme), resulting in a value function [38][41].

After analysing all the options, while considering the characteristics of the problem presented in this thesis, we opted to use MACBETH as our multiple criteria decision method, since it can be used for both scoring and weighting, it is a non-numerical approach, which makes it easier for the decision-maker to express value judgements, and because we considered it the best option to answer the problem.

According to C. Bana e Costa et al. [45], MACBETH is a "humanistic, interactive and constructive approach to the problem of how to build a quantitative model of values based on qualitative (verbal) difference judgements, that facilitates the path from ordinal to cardinal preference modelling, namely analysing judgmental inconsistency and offering suggestions to move the process forward". The fact that this method allows quantitative models to be built based on qualitative judgements makes the whole process significantly simpler, which is a great advantage.

The MACBETH process, like any multicriteria analysis process, usually starts with an analysis of the context of the problem, followed by a discussion and definition of the exclusion and evaluation criteria, as well as the descriptors of performance (either quantitative or qualitative). The next step is the definition of the levels of performance and reference levels to be used for building the value function. Next, the MACBETH protocol for questioning the decision-makers is used, in order to obtain pairwise absolute judgements on differences of attractiveness between levels of performance or options of the criterion, using the semantic scale: null, very weak, weak, moderate, strong, very strong, extreme. If the answers are consistent, the M-MACBETH software will then suggest a quantitative value scale, through the resolution of a linear programming problem, which should be adjusted and validated with the decision-maker. In case the answers are not consistent, M-MACBETH will suggest an alternative to make them consistent. Following the creation of the value scale, the global value of each proposition is calculated, using the additive aggregation model. Finally, a robustness and sensitivity analysis of all the options considered to answer the problem in hand is performed. With all the information obtained, one of the options will be recommended as the best or most promising [45][46].

As MACBETH includes both technical and social components, it is a socio-technical approach [47]. Consequently, it requires the appropriate usage of participatory methods. Therefore, these methods will be presented and discussed further ahead in section 3.2.

When an additive model is applied, which is the case, interaction between criteria should not be allowed, this is, the performance of a criterion should not depend on the performance of other criteria. Therefore, to ensure that there are no preference dependencies between criteria, it is highly relevant to conduct a test on preference dependence [48]. This method will be presented and explored in section 3.3.

The MACBETH approach has already been applied in several healthcare related studies, namely for: the prioritization of community care programmes [49]; supporting planning of decisions in the long-term care sector [50]; hospital auditing [51]; building a population health index [52]; assisting in the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease [53]; and evaluating health and safety risks [54].
Although this method has not been applied in healthcare issues as many times as other MCDA methods, it has suffered very limited criticism and presents great potential [34].

3.1.2 Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis Models in Biomarker Prioritization

The number of biomarkers that enters the biomarker discovery and development pipeline, with the aim of reaching a clinical application, is too high compared to the resources available to do so (both monetary and time related). Consequently, it is essential to identify the most promising candidates, with the highest chance to succeed as a commercial product [13], in order to increase the percentage of qualified biomarkers, while reducing the costs. Therefore, it is highly helpful to use a tool, such as MCDA, that takes under consideration all of the necessary criteria (since, in this situation, factors other than cost are critical) [55] and allows the evaluation of multiple candidates, to help in the decision-making process of selecting the most promising biomarker candidates for a certain disease.

There are several examples in literature about the use of MCDA in healthcare. However, there are very few studies regarding the use of MCDA in biomarker prioritization, one example being the study by A. Miquel-Cases et al. [56], where MCDA is used, among other techniques, to select the most promising biomarkers for breast cancer, but with no particular focus on it.

As for the specific case of COPD, although there are articles where MCDA is used in association with it, namely in the study by K. Marsh et al. [57], where an evaluation of COPD treatments is made using MCDA, there is almost no information regarding biomarker prioritization in COPD using this method, even though there are some studies, such as the study by S. Ongay et al. [2], where biomarkers are prioritized by applying several criteria individually, including the number of individuals considered in the cohorts and statistically significant differences between COPD patients and healthy smokers.

Although there are not yet many examples of the application of MCDA in biomarker prioritization, specially in COPD, there are several examples of its application in healthcare and other areas, and it shows great promise. Therefore, to efficiently select the most promising biomarkers of a disease, a methodology using the MCDA method MACBETH is proposed and explained in the next chapter.

3.2 Participatory Methods

In order to select the criteria to be used in a multicriteria model, it is possible to use several methods, ranging from selection of the criteria based on literature review, to participatory processes. In this thesis, we will start by selecting criteria based on literature review and then we will be applying participatory processes, since the chance that the selected criteria will be more commonly understood, credible, technically useful and scientific and policy relevant is higher when using the later [58].

A participatory method is an approach that involves "the public" relevant to the topic being evaluated in decision-making processes. The public can include citizens, stakeholders of a particular project, experts or even members of private industry and government. When applied early in a decision-making process, participatory methods allow the participants to share their perspectives on the issue being evaluated, being useful to achieve consensus when there are differences in opinion or conflicts among the participants. Using these methods allows all voices to be heard, leading to a more democratic decision-making process and to an improvement of the quality of the decisions [59].

However, there are many participatory methods available. Some of the better known and most used ones, based on N. Slocum [59], are presented in Table 3.1. When deciding which method to use, it is important to consider five elements: objectives, nature and scope of the issue, participants, time available and budget [59].
Table 3.1: Participatory methods and respective descriptions (adapted from: N. Slocum, 2003 [59]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participatory Methods</th>
<th>Description/Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charrette</td>
<td>Intensive face-to-face process with the purpose of bringing people from different sub-groups of society into consensus in a short period of time. The main issue is divided in parts, each of them assigned to a certain sub-group of people, who periodically report back to the group. Feedback is then given. This process is repeated until consensus is reached.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens Jury</td>
<td>This method is used to obtain informed citizen input into policy decisions, leading to a more democratic decision-making. The jury, composed by random citizens, is informed about the issue by experts, who present them with several perspectives. The jurors are often divided into subgroups to focus and deliberate on different aspects of the issue, with the goal of reaching a decision or providing recommendations in the form of a citizens’ report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Conference</td>
<td>Process used when key players have to assess a socially controversial topic. Their questions and concerns are presented to a panel of experts and, based on their answers, a negotiation is initiated, assisted by an impartial facilitator, with the purpose of reaching consensus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delphi</td>
<td>This method consists on an iterative survey, where experts complete a questionnaire and are then presented with feedback/statistics on the responses given by all participants. Considering this information, they then fill the questionnaire again, being able to change their previous answers. The process is repeated as many times as necessary to reach consensus. This process can be conducted online or face-to-face, but the first one has the advantage of allowing the answers to be anonymous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Panel</td>
<td>In this process, a panel of experts synthesises diverse inputs, from testimonies to research reports (among others), producing a report that includes notes and recommendations regarding the topic under analysis, that can be used in the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Group or Interviews</td>
<td>Planned discussion with a small group of stakeholders, conducted by a facilitator, in a permissive environment. The purpose of this process is to gather information about people’s preferences and values, regarding a certain topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAME (Participatory Assessment, Monitoring and Evaluation)</td>
<td>The objective of this method, which is usually conducted as part of another participatory method, is that stakeholders of a project can stop and reflect on the past, with the purpose of making decisions about the future. The participants share the responsibility for deciding what is to be evaluated, selecting the methods and data sources, carrying out the evaluation and, finally, analysing and evaluating the acquired information and presenting the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning Cells</td>
<td>In this method, randomly selected people work as public consultants for a limited amount of time, with the purpose of reaching solutions for a certain planning or policy problem. The number of cells vary with the problem, but every cell has two process-escorts who are responsible for scheduling the information and moderating the plenary sessions. In each cell, participants acquire information about the problem, explore and discuss said information to reach solutions and evaluate those solutions in terms of desirable and undesirable consequences. Stakeholders, experts and interest groups can present their position to the participants of each cell. The results of this method are presented in a citizen report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenarios Workshop</td>
<td>Scenarios are descriptions of potential futures focused on relationships between events and decisions points. They are useful when the past or present experience is unlikely to be a useful guide for the future, due to the problem being complex, the probability of a significant change being high, the time-horizon being long or the dominant trends maybe not being favourable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Café</td>
<td>Creative process that has the goal of facilitating the exchange of knowledge and ideas. In this process, a café ambiance is created, and the participants are divided in several groups, each group in one table, where they discuss a question or issue. At regular intervals, the participants move from table to table, except the table host, who always stays in the same table to summarise the previous conversations to the new participants. When the process is finished, the main ideas are summarised and follow-up possibilities are discussed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During the structuring of the model, which is the focus of this thesis, we want to interview a few experts, followed by the gathering of the opinion of a great number of experts from different geographies in an easy and confidential way (an online method would be preferable), the time available is very reduced and there is no budget. Therefore, the interviews and the Delphi are the methods that will be used as they are the ones that answer better to the presented specifications. During the remaining phases, the Delphi method would be used as well, but we would also want to confirm our results and decisions, in order to reach consensus, and to validate the model, for which a decision conference would be the ideal choice. As a result, a collaborative value model will be applied in this thesis.

### 3.2.1 Collaborative Value Model

Multicriteria decision conferencing has proven to be effective, in several contexts, for small groups, in creating a collaborative environment where individual beliefs can be shared, common concerns identified, eventual conflicts managed and group agreement promoted when building a model. However, when the framework is to be extended to broader participatory contexts, a different design of the social process is needed, in order to capture the points of view of all participants. This problem can be solved using the Delphi method, since it elicits and analysis individual judgment knowledge from a very large and diverse group of individuals. The resulting model is called the collaborative value model [47].

The collaborative value model is a socio-technical model that combines multicriteria decision conferencing and the Delphi participatory process, with the goal of building widely informed evaluation models. This model allows for a unique collaborative learning, where participants are seen not only as experts providing individual expertise, but also as collective learners that construct shared judgemental knowledge, leading to widely informed and more acceptable evaluation models. It is built based on the existing collaborative knowledge acquisition methodology plus the Delphi method. After this, a decision conference takes place, where the knowledge obtained is analysed by a small group of key-players, with the purpose of collaboratively developing a widely informed multicriteria evaluation model [47]. An overview of the components that integrate the collaborative value model framework is presented in Figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.1: Components that integrate the Collaborative Value Modelling framework (source: A. C. Vieira et al., 2019 [47]).](image-url)
3.2.2 Decision Conference

According to L. D. Phillips and C. A. Bana e Costa [60], a decision conference "is a gathering of key players who wish to resolve important issues facing their organisation, assisted by an impartial facilitator who is a specialist in decision analysis and works as a process consultant, using a model of relevant data and judgements created on-the-spot to assist the group in thinking more clearly about the issues". This process is not used to find the "right answer" or the optimal solution, but to aid in thinking and group learning.

A decision conference is an iterative and interactive model-building process that is usually divided in four phases: exploration of the issues, structuring and building a model, exploring the model and, finally, agreeing about the way forward. Throughout these phases, new data can be introduced when needed and debate is encouraged, meaning that any issue can be handled as soon as it arises and different opinions can be easily expressed and discussed, resulting in gradual understanding of the issues and eventual consensus among the group [60].

Since decision conferences consist in a face-to-face process, they present several advantages for the development of multicriteria models: participating experts and stakeholders can discuss their points of view and concerns, manage conflicts and reach a shared understanding of the problems in an easier way. However, it has a significant downside: the model constructed using this process may be based in several perspectives about the problem, but the number of participants is small, leading to representativeness issues [47].

3.2.3 The Delphi Method

Decision conferences are a very effective socio-technical approach to create a collaborative environment with the purpose of identifying individual beliefs and common concerns, as well as managing eventual value conflicts and promoting agreement in group model building. However, this approach works better for small groups, decreasing its efficiency as the number of participants increases. In cases where the participatory contexts are broader, a different social process is required, in order to capture the points of view of all participants [47].

The Delphi method is a participatory process that enhances decision-making in a systematic way, characterized by its qualitative and structured technique to reach group agreement in an effective way, during a group communication process, in particular when the problem is complex. It presents several advantages, including ease of application, ensured anonymity, which allows participants not to fear group pressure when giving or changing their answer, and the ability to gather opinions and knowledge of a great number of individuals with several different backgrounds and geographic locations. Using this method, feedback of group opinion is given after every round and each participant can revise his/her answers and chose whether to maintain them or change them, after analysing the group statistics. Throughout the years, it has been used multiple times in several fields where group opinion is needed from individuals with different and varied views, namely in health, needs assessment, program planning, resource allocation and policy determination fields [58][61].

The management of the responses (and non-responses) is critical in studies that use the Delphi method. Therefore, an impartial facilitator is responsible for the management of the whole process. By using a web platform, the efficiency of both the facilitator and the process increases, making it easier for the participants to answer, improving the communication between rounds and simplifying the overview of the process and the analysis of the responses by the facilitator [58]. There are no specific guidelines regarding the response rate throughout the Delphi process. However, according to A. Freitas et al. [58], several authors find it necessary to have at least a 70% response rate in each round to maintain rigor.
For the purpose of this thesis, a web-based Delphi will be developed in order to assess the relevance of previously defined criteria, taking under consideration the opinions and views of experts and stakeholders. This method has specific rules regarding how to measure level of agreement and how to deal with differences in opinion [58].

In Figure 3.2 a flowchart of the decision rules to be adopted in this thesis in the web-based Delphi is presented. Using the example of criteria selection, for each criterion considered, each participant can evaluate its relevance using five different terms: Strongly Agree (SA) and Agree (A), indicating agreement, Strongly Disagree (SD) and Disagree (D), indicating disagreement or Neither Agree nor Disagree (NAD). Apart from this, participants can also add free-text comments in a specific space.

Different authors describe different ways to determine if consensus has been reached for a certain criterion: L. E. Miller [62] says it can be done if a certain percentage of the votes is within a determined range; F. L. Ulschak [63] suggests that consensus is achieved if 80% of participants’ votes fall within two categories on a seven level scale; P. J. Green [64] suggests that consensus is achieved if a minimum of 70% of the participants rate three or higher in a four point Likert-type scale and the median needs to be equal or higher than 3.25.

In this thesis, we will be using a Likert-type scale with five qualitative scale levels (strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree and strongly disagree). Therefore, we will consider that consensus is reached if a minimum of 75% of participants choose agree or strongly agree to rate a criterion.

When using the Delphi method, it is necessary to perform a succession of rounds to acquire the necessary knowledge (see Figure 3.3): the first has a divergent thinking nature, where the participants give their own judgement, while the remaining rounds have a convergent thinking nature, since the participants are invited to reconsider their previous judgements, after having access to anonymous statistics from the previous rounds. This promotes the identification of key issues and effective group thinking [47]. From the third round on, the goal is to achieve consensus or stability of the responses [65]. Therefore, three is the ideal number of rounds for a web-based Delphi.

In the first round, where divergent thinking is promoted, the participants are exposed to the proposed criteria for the first time, and answer according to their individual judgement [47][58]. In the second round, contrarily to the first one, convergent thinking is promoted [47], and the participants are presented...
Figure 3.3: Flowchart presenting the main goals of each of the three rounds of the web-based Delphi.

with the results of the first round, including the rejected and approved criteria, and an anonymous aggregation of all participants answers for each criterion, which allows them to reconsider their answers, after analysing the group opinion. Every criterion, regardless of its percentage of approval/rejection on the previous round, is included in the second round for reevaluation, allowing the participants to maintain or change their previous answer after analysing the information provided, with the goal of reaching greater agreement. Finally, the same procedures applied in round two are applied in round three. However, after the third and last round, if no agreement is reached for a certain criterion, it will not be reevaluated in a new round, being, therefore, automatically excluded from the study for not presenting enough relevance to be accepted, according to the experts. Since every individual must participate in all three rounds, in order to provide their answer sequentially and to get feedback from the previous round, being able to alter their answer after knowing the group opinion, if an individual does not answer in one of the rounds, he/she is not invited to the next one, in order to maintain a continuous and stable participation [58]. The divergent-convergent thinking used in this method promotes understanding among the group, identification of key issues and effective group thinking [47].

In order to analyse the data obtained in Delphi, and to present the information regarding the collective judgements of the participants, there are two major statistics that can be used: measure of central tendency, which includes mean, median and mode, and level of dispersion, which includes standard deviation and inter-quartile range [61][66]. When the data obtained is ordinal, then non-parametric measures of central tendency are appropriate. In the other hand, when Delphi produces qualitative data, then methods such as content analysis (including graphical presentation of the data), and thematic analysis may be more appropriate [66].

3.3 Preference Dependence Test

When applying an additive model, one criteria cannot depend on another, and two criteria cannot interact, meaning that the choice of performance of one criterion should not depend on the performance of other criteria [48]. In fact, until an evaluation criterion is confirmed to be independent, it is called an Evaluation Dimension (ED).

Preference dependence can be discovered when the criteria are being defined, when scoring the alternatives, or when stakeholders say that they cannot make a judgement regarding their preference
for one criterion without knowing the performance of other criterion [48].

To test preference dependence between EDs, which must be done before starting the building of the model, the two reference levels of each descriptor (good (G) and neutral (N)) must be determined. For the purpose of illustrating the procedure, we will consider two EDs, a and b, and their respective levels of performance $X_a$ and $X_b$, where: $G_a$ and $N_a$ are, respectively, the good and neutral levels of $a$, and $G_b$ and $N_b$ are, respectively, the good and neutral levels of $b$. Therefore, a set of global impacts to test for preference dependence between two EDs a and b would be: $(N_a, N_b), (N_a, G_b), (G_a, N_b), (G_a, G_b)$ [67].

The relevant swings to consider for testing preference dependence between two EDs a and b are presented in Figure 3.4: (i) is the swing from an option that is on the neutral level on both EDs to an option that is on the good level on ED $a$ and on the neutral level on ED $b$; (ii) is the swing from an option that is on the neutral level on ED $a$ and on the good level on ED $b$ to an option that is on the good level on both EDs; (iii) is the swing from an option that is on the neutral level on both EDs to an option that is on the neutral level on ED $a$ and on the good level on ED $b$; and (iv) is the swing from an option that is on the good level on ED $a$ and on the neutral level on ED $b$ to an option that is on the good level on both EDs [67].

Figure 3.4: Swings for testing preference dependence between evaluation dimensions $a$ and $b$, where $G_x$ is the good level of ED $X$, and $N_x$ is the neutral level of ED $X$ (adapted from: C. A. Bana e Costa et al., 2017 [67]).

In other terms, the preference dependence test consists on verifying equations 3.1 and 3.2, which can be done using MACBETH (both are necessary because the difference of dependence is not symmetric) [67].

$$v(N_a, N_b) - v(G_a, N_b) = [v(N_a, G_b) - v(G_a, G_b)]$$ (3.1)

$$v(N_a, N_b) - v(N_a, G_b) = [v(G_a, N_b) - v(G_a, G_b)]$$ (3.2)

The decision-maker is asked to make qualitative judgments regarding the difference of attractiveness between the four swings presented in Figure 3.4. A M-MACBETH matrix is then filled with these judgments, which are made using the MACBETH semantic scale (null, very weak, weak, moderate, strong, very strong or extreme) [67].

The questions asked to the decision-maker to check if ED $a$ is preference dependent on ED $b$ are: (a) "What is the attractiveness of the swing/improvement from $(N_a, N_b)$ to $(G_a, N_b)$?" or "What is the difference of attractiveness between the option $(N_a, N_b)$ and the option $(G_a, N_b)$?"; (b) "What is the attractiveness of the swing/improvement from $(N_a, G_b)$ to $(G_a, G_b)$?"

Considering that the only difference between swings (i) and (ii), contemplated in questions (a) and (b), is the level of ED $b$, if the two swings are judged differently, then ED $a$ is preference dependent on
Since preference dependence is not symmetric, it is also necessary to test if \( ED_b \) is preference dependent on \( ED_a \), based on the following questions: (c) “What is the attractiveness of the swing/improvement from \((N_a, N_b)\) to \((N_a, G_b)\)?”; (d) “What is the attractiveness of the swing/improvement from \((G_a, N_b)\) to \((G_a, G_b)\)?”

In the case of swings (iii) and (iv), contemplated in questions (c) and (d), the level of \( ED_a \) is fixed on its good and neutral reference level in each swing. If the two swings are judged differently, than \( ED_b \) is preference dependent on \( ED_a \).

If the decision-maker shows difficulty in understanding the swings being assessed, there is the option of presenting them in a more graphical way, facilitating the visualization, as presented in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Graphical representation of the swing \((N_a, N_b) \rightarrow (G_a, N_b)\) to test preference dependence between evaluation dimensions \(a\) and \(b\), where \(G_x\) is the good level of \( ED_X \), and \(N_x\) is the neutral level of \( ED_X \).

The outcome of the preference dependence test can be one of three: (1) the \( EDs \) are bidirectionally/bilaterally preference dependent; (2) the \( EDs \) are unilaterally preference dependent; (3) the \( EDs \) are preference independent.

The first scenario occurs when the decision-maker gives different judgements to swings (i) and (ii), and then to swings (iii) and (iv). The second scenario occurs when either swings (i) and (ii) or swings (iii) and (iv) receive different judgements. Finally, the third scenario occurs when swings (i) and (ii), and then swings (iii) and (iv), receive equal judgments.

In case there is preference dependence between \( EDs \), a redefinition is in order, taking under consideration the requirements of additive models. In order to address the problem, there are several methods that can be used, namely: (1) the Choquet Integral, which requires bilateral preference dependence; (2) the Multilinear Value Model, which requires weak difference independence; (3) the redefinition of dependent \( EDs \) by combining them into a single independent criterion \[48\][67]. If any \( EDs \) in this thesis happen to be preference dependent, either uni or bilaterally, the method to be applied to solve the problem is the third one, due to its simplicity in comparison to the remaining two. Therefore, if necessary after the test on preference dependence, the model will have to be restructured by merging and redefining the dependent evaluation dimensions, so that the final set of evaluation criteria meets the requirements of the additive model \[48\].

Despite some restrictions of the additive aggregation model, namely, according to T. C. Rodrigues et al. \[67\], loss of richness of interactions along the means-end chains when evaluating decision options, the fact that it is not suitable to be used in problems where there are value interactions that need to be explicitly addressed, and the fact that there are several applicability conditions that must be met, including non-redundancy, non-overlap, exhaustiveness and preference independence between criteria \[27\], the additive aggregation model is the most used of all multicriteria methods, and it is a simple \[67\], easy to construct, interpret and communicate to decision-makers \[48\][67] model, that allows not only to
order proposals in terms of their global attractiveness, but also to analyze relative differences of global attractiveness [46]. Therefore, this is the method that will be applied in this thesis, and will be further explored in chapter 3.

3.4 Personalized Medicine in COPD

Personalized medicine takes individual variability into account when making clinical decisions, leading to better treatment outcomes. For this reason, it is particularly relevant in heterogeneous diseases, such as COPD where the original complexity is multiplied due to the heterogeneity of exacerbations [8].

However, due to the very fact that COPD has an heterogeneous profile, and also due to its molecular and clinical characteristics, it is very difficult to efficiently stratify the patients (separating them into subgroups based on a specific characteristic) and to introduce personalized therapeutic approaches [24]. Therefore, in recent years, several attempts have been made with the purpose of characterizing different phenotypes and endotypes to enable a more individualized approach to clinical care, treatment, and continued follow-up. For example, in the BIOMEPOC project, biomarkers were identified in blood in order to improve the characterization of patients [21]. Ultimately, understanding and quantifying the differences between patients, using biomarkers (for example), will be the key to bring personalized medicine to COPD patients [8].

In the particular case of this disease, personalized medicine will have to incorporate and target all relevant disease characteristics for the individual patient, including not only symptoms, information obtained through spirometry and exacerbation risk, but also outcomes such as depressive symptoms, hyperinflation, abnormal body composition and hypercapnia [5].

For it to have a role in COPD, personalized medicine will have to consider human beings as being composed of and operating within multiple systems that are self-adjusting and that interact with each other, where illness arises from the interaction between these systems. In the long run, personalized medicine will help guaranteeing a greater patient autonomy [5], but first, it is crucial to find better biomarkers for treatment response and prognosis in individual patients with COPD [8].

3.5 Biomarkers in COPD

The understanding of COPD pathogenesis has increased significantly over the past thirty years. However, the clinical tools currently available are not able to efficiently predict the progression and the exacerbations of the disease, and there are still no disease-modifiers for COPD apart from smoking cessation and domiciliary oxygen therapy for hypoxemic patients, since drug therapies are only useful to relieve the symptoms of the patients, leading to a better quality of life, but do not offer an actual cure for COPD [10][24]. The problem is that, due to the fact that this disease is an heterogeneous and complex disease in terms of phenotypes and outcomes, early diagnosis and appropriate treatment are crucial to decrease the rate of mortality of this disease [24].

One major obstacle to new therapies is the fact that COPD has a heterogeneous pathogenesis, more specifically, the molecular processes responsible for driving the airflow limitation, characteristic of COPD are thought to be highly variable. As a consequence, there is a clear need for new COPD therapeutics, and biomarkers have an essential role in this process. For this reason, and to try to accelerate drug discoveries, FDA has published guidelines for biomarker development. The success of this initiative has already been evidenced by the qualification of the protein biomarker fibrinogen [10]. However, in spite of this success, biomarker discovery, development and implementation are still immensely challenging, with the majority of biomarkers not making it beyond the discovery phase.
Biomarkers are very relevant in COPD because they can be useful for diagnosis, patient characterization and stratification, disease severity quantification, prognosis determination, prediction and detection of a treatment response and investigation of the pathophysiology of the disease [3]. There are five main biological categories where the most promising COPD biomarker candidates can be included in [24]:

- **Extracellular Matrix (ECM) Remodelling:** The proteins that belong to the ECM remodelling category are mainly related to proteolytic activity, which, in the particular case of COPD, results in damage of the pulmonary tissues when in excess [24].

- **Oxidative Stress Response:** Oxidative stress arises when the production of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) overwhelms the intrinsic anti-oxidant defenses of the body, leading to an imbalance between oxidants and anti-oxidants [68]. It can be caused by ROS generated from cigarette smoke or environmental pollutants or by ROS generated during metabolic or inflammatory reactions. As a result of elevated values of oxidative stress in COPD, the patient can suffer from cell damage, remodeling of extracellular matrix and blood vessels, steroid resistance, cell necrosis, apoptosis, autophagy, unfolded protein response, cell proliferation, endothelial dysfunction, inactivation of antiproteases, premature cellular senescence, elevated mucus secretion, epigenetic changes and autoimmunity [20].

- **Lipid Metabolism:** In COPD lipids act as inflammatory mediators. As a consequence, their levels increase as the oxidative stress levels increase [24].

- **Inflammation/immune Response:** The biomarkers that belong to the inflammation/immune response category are relevant to COPD, because the severity of the disease is associated with the inflammation resultant from the activation of innate immune response, due to exposure to irritants, such as cigarette smoke or air pollutants, which are highly associated with this disease [24].

- **Vascular Tone Regulation:** Pulmonary vascular changes are associated with several mechanisms, namely chronic hypoxemia, inflammation and cigarette smoking. Therefore, it has been observed in patients with COPD presenting a connection with shorter survival rates and adverse clinical outcomes [24].

According to E. Aydindogan et al. [24], a single biomarker does not appear to be able to effectively predict exacerbations or stratify COPD patients, since the disease presents a very complex molecular profile. Therefore, in the case of COPD it would be ideal to have a biomarker panel, instead of only one biomarker, for efficient clinical implementation. Ideally, this panel would contain one protein biomarker from each of the five main biological categories presented above. However, in this thesis, the prioritization of COPD biomarkers will be done for individual biomarkers, without considering any connection they may have or possible grouping advantages, even though the biomarkers determined as the most promising could eventually work well together to characterize COPD.

In order to develop useful COPD biomarkers, it is essential to understand the processes involved in the progressive physiological deterioration that results from COPD, as well as to take under consideration and to focus on endotype biomarkers with specific clinical phenotypes, biomarkers that present a difference between early phases of COPD development and the phase where the disease is established, exacerbation subtype biomarkers and biomarkers to predict or measure drug effects [3].

Despite the fact that proteomics studies could use a wide range of biological samples, from blood to sputum, saliva fluids, bronchoalveolar lavage and lung tissues with relevance to COPD pathogenesis, the great majority of proteomics studies are based on plasma or serum biomarkers, due to their
assay reproducibility and the fact that these biological fluids are more accessible and easy to analyze, making them more practical to study [3][24]. As a consequence, biased proteomics approaches, namely immuno-based assays targeting specific circulating proteins that could be involved in COPD lung pathology, have been chosen over other approaches to clinically evaluate large cohort of patients in the process of COPD biomarker development [24]. Therefore, the type of the biological sample will not be relevant for the prioritization of COPD biomarkers.

3.5.1 Current Clinical COPD Approaches Using Biomarkers

Spirometry

The current standard respiratory function test for the detection of COPD is spirometry and, according to the guidelines, the current clinically approved biomarker for diagnosis, monitorization of disease progression and response to therapy is the Forced Expiratory Ratio (FER), which is given by the ratio between the Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 Second (FEV<sub>1</sub>) and the Forced Vital Capacity (FVC) [23][24].

The lowest the value of FER, the highest the airway obstruction will be and, consequently, the likeliest it is for the patient to be diagnosed with COPD [23]. The threshold value of FER recommended by Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) is FER ≤ 0.7 [3]. However, this value has been challenged, because the normal value of FER is lower for women and decreases with age, meaning that the value of the threshold is too low for younger adults (<50 years of age) and too high for elderly individuals, which may lead to misclassification [3][23].

FEV<sub>1</sub> also gives information by itself, indicating the intensity of air-flow obstruction and being used to classify severity among patients: FEV<sub>1</sub> >80% indicates mild, 50-80% indicates moderate, 30-49% indicates severe and <30% indicates very severe condition. Also, the rate of fall of FEV<sub>1</sub> with age gives information about the progression of COPD [21][23]. However, since there are several highly relevant elements related to COPD that are not taken into account when measuring FEV<sub>1</sub>, it does not provide much information on prognosis, either regarding future exacerbations, decline in lung function or appropriate patient stratification, and on appropriate clinical management and treatment [21][24]. Even so, the use of spirometry is useful because airway limitation causes gas trapping during expiration, leading to a hyperinflammatory reaction and, consequently, to hypoxemia and hypercapnia, which results on an increase of the severity of the disease. Therefore, the values provided by the spirometer will inform the doctors if the patient may end suffering from reduced ventilation, CO<sub>2</sub> retention or impairment in ventilator muscles, as a result of airway limitation [20].

Spirometry is a very useful procedure, even though diagnosis is frequently delayed, due to the presence of symptoms not being a reliable indicator of disease and the fact that the value of FVC tends to fall first, but with initial preservation of the FER. Consequently, it is more difficult to address risk factors, such as smoking, or to optimize treatment early enough. However, it has the advantages of being relatively quick to perform, practical, safe and very tolerable to most patients, presenting immediate results to the clinician [23].

3.5.2 Qualified COPD Biomarkers

Currently, Fibrinogen is the only COPD biomarker qualified by FDA [69].

Several studies have shown that plasma fibrinogen, when used with a clinical history of exacerbations, results in an increased ability to predict the occurrence of future events in COPD. This fact resulted in FDA qualifying fibrinogen as a biomarker to be used in clinical trials with exacerbations as outcome, in 2016 [3][69]. However, although it can predict the occurrence of exacerbations, it cannot predict their
nature, and it lacks in sensitivity and specificity to be used individually in clinical practice \cite{3}. Therefore, it is highly necessary to qualify new biomarkers to complement the benefits of fibrinogen.

Although fibrinogen has been qualified for drug development by FDA, there are currently no validated COPD protein biomarkers widely used on a clinical level. The most commonly used tool for assessing the status of a patient is $\text{FEV}_1$, but it has no use for patient stratification and it does not give any information on possible future exacerbations. Therefore, there is a clear need for biomarkers to improve the care and management of COPD patients \cite{24}.

With this in mind, a socio-technical methodology based on MACBETH which will be presented in chapter 3, will be applied to the case of COPD, with the intuit of structuring a model for selecting the most promising biomarkers among those found in literature, so they can be further researched, with the goal of being validated, qualified and, finally, successfully applied in drug development and clinical practice.
Chapter 4

Methodology

In this chapter, the proposed methodology will be presented, starting with an overview of the main steps of the socio-technical approach to be applied, followed by a detailed explanation of each of the steps pertaining the structuring of the model, which is the focus of this thesis, applied to the case of COPD biomarker prioritization.

4.1 Proposed Methodology

In this thesis, with the purpose of designing an approach that allows for the prioritization of COPD prognostic biomarkers, a MACBETH socio-technical approach will be used. MACBETH was the chosen approach because it can be used for both scoring and weighting, it is a non-numerical approach, which makes it easier for the decision-maker to express value judgements, and because we considered it the best option to answer the problem presented, among those considered.

The socio-technical approach to be used includes the technical elements of the MACBETH approach, but also the social elements of participatory methods (such as the Delphi process), resulting in an approach where scientific evidence is combined with the opinion of different experts, where there is better communication and a shared understanding of the issues and where a sense of common purpose is generated [27][60][70]. By using multiple sources of information (researchers and clinicians), the amount of information available to build the model is maximized, the potential impact of sources that rely on unreliable and inaccurate information is reduced and the model becomes more inclusive and representative, leading to more validity and credibility [70].

The methodology to be used was inspired by the EURO-HEALTHY project [71], which applied a MACBETH socio-technical approach to a health problem, using the collaborative value model, being adapted to the biomarker context of this thesis. Some adaptations were made in order to reach the most credible and valid model possible, namely the addition of the test on preference dependence.

As demonstrated in Figure 4.1, the MACBETH socio-technical approach to build a multicriteria model to prioritize biomarkers can be divided in three main phases: model structuring, model building and model testing and validation. These phases are then divided in technical and social approach: the technical component involves the use of MACBETH while the social approach has the purpose of providing the necessary information to build the multicriteria model, using web-based Delphis, interviews and decision conferences, because it was decided that the model created in this thesis would be based on collaborative value modelling, since it elicits and analysis individual judgment knowledge from a very large and diverse group of individuals [47].

Before anything else, it is necessary to have a facilitation team, which is responsible for managing the
Figure 4.1: MACBETH socio-technical approach design for the prioritization of biomarkers (inspired in the methodology of the EUER-HEALTHY project [71] and adapted to the biomarker context).

dynamics of the whole process and for guaranteeing its success, as well as for conducting the activities during MCDA model building [47][58].

Initially, in the model structuring phase, we start by assessing the areas of concern in the biomarker field, in order to understand what is the problem, the key components of biomarkers' benefits, risks and costs and what needs to be done. After the areas of concern have been defined, the next step is the definition of exclusion criteria, which will allow for the automatic rejection of some of the biomarker options. This is followed by the creation of a list that includes all relevant biomarkers' options to be considered in the decision-making. After the list is complete with all the biomarkers approved after the application of the exclusion criteria, the evaluation criteria to be used in the decision-making process are determined, along with their descriptors of performance and reference levels, which should address the objectives and concerns that experts find fundamental to evaluate the biomarker options. Before the evaluation criteria are confirmed to be preference independent, they are called evaluation dimensions.

Therefore, first of all, a list of possible EDs must be created based on literature, and the correspondent descriptors of performance and reference levels good and neutral must be defined. Secondly, this list will be presented to a few selected experts and an interview will be conducted with the purpose of changing, adding or eliminating any ED. Finally, in the form of a web-based Delphi, a larger group of experts will be presented with the updated list, where they can give individual qualitative judgements regarding the relevance of each proposed ED in order to reach an agreement about the EDs to be used. After this,
a test on preference dependence must be conducted to verify if all EDs are independent, followed by a restructuring of the model in case dependencies are found, resulting in a final list of independent EDs, now called criteria. The chosen criteria are then assigned to one area of impact (benefits, costs or risks) and, finally, a value tree is designed, with the criteria divided according to their area of impact.

After the model structuring is finished, we can advance to the model building phase, which starts with the building of value functions and weighting coefficients, both resorting once again to the web-based Delphi social approach, in order to collect the necessary points of view from experts and stakeholders regarding differences of attractiveness between the biomarkers’ criteria and between the levels of performance of those criteria. The web-Delphi results must then be further analysed and discussed in a decision conference, for the model to be built. Value functions are essential, as they are responsible for the conversion of performance into value on each criterion [47].

Before starting the last phase, it is necessary to acquire the necessary information for each biomarker being considered. This information will be used to attribute a level of performance to the biomarker in each evaluation criteria previously defined.

Finally, the model testing and validation phase is initiated. Firstly, using the respective value functions obtained previously, the several biomarker options are evaluated on each criterion, with the purpose of converting the performance of each option into a partial value score. Secondly, a global evaluation of the options is performed, in order to aggregate the value scores of each option across the evaluation criteria. After this, the requisiteness of the model is tested, by executing a robustness and sensitivity analysis of the results obtained [47]. During this phase it is necessary to conduct decision conferences to analyse and discuss the results and, in the end, for the model to be validated, it must be discussed and approved in a decision conference, by the experts involved.

After the model is validated, we obtain our outputs, which include performance profile, value in each evaluation criteria and value in each area of concern, from which we can obtain an ordered list of the biomarkers, according to their relevance. The four or five most relevant ones are then presented to the experts and stakeholders, allowing for the investigation team to continue their work, with the goal of validating and qualifying the selected biomarkers so that, in the future, they can be utilized in clinical care, in this specific case, of COPD.

By following all the steps mentioned along this section, the expected model can be obtained. However, the focus of this thesis will be the structuring of the model, as represented in Figure 4.2 because it was decided that it was more important to achieve a solid model structuring, than a poor complete model, as a result of the reduced time available.

Figure 4.2: Methodology for reaching an MCDA model to prioritize biomarkers, with focus on the model structuring phase.
4.1.1 The MACBETH Method

MACBETH is a MCDA method that uses qualitative terms (non-numerical) for decision-makers to make judgements regarding differences in attractiveness in pairwise comparisons, with the purpose of determining scores for options and weights for criteria in a multicriteria model [34]. In order to apply this method, the software M-MACBETH is going to be used as a decision support system.

In this subsection, the steps and concepts that are relevant for the application of the MACBETH method will be explored.

Criteria

A Point of View (PV) consists of any aspect, from objectives to concerns, indicators, characteristics, attributes and restrictions considered relevant to the evaluation of proposals. The purpose of a criterion is to evaluate proposals in terms of a certain Fundamental Point of View (FPV) which can be a singular point of view, or be composed by several points of view [46]. In this thesis, we will be using the term dimensions (before criteria have been proven to be independent) and criteria (after the criteria have been proven to be independent).

During the development of a multicriteria model, the first thing to do, after assessing the problem and the areas of concern, is defining the criteria. There are two types of criteria: exclusion (or screening) criteria, which allow for an immediate rejection of non-valid options in the software, and evaluation criteria. Each criterion must meet the following properties [46]:

- **Isolable**, guaranteeing independence among the criteria;
- **Intelligible**, facilitating the understanding of the criterion;
- **Operational**, allowing for a good functioning of the additive model;
- **Consensual**, representing the concordance between the decision-maker and the facilitator regarding the defined criterion.

As for a family of criteria to be coherent, it must be [46][72]:

- **Complete (Exhaustive)**, including all the fundamental characteristics for the evaluation of the available options;
- **Non redundant**, not indicating the consequences of other criteria;
- **Concise**, considering only the hypothesis relevant to the model;
- **Consensual**, representing the concordance between the decision-maker and the facilitator;

To facilitate the structuring of the problem, a value tree is designed, which includes the goal and the criteria. For informative purposes, non-criteria nodes can be added, working as categories where the criteria can be divided into, but do not influence the decision [34].

Descriptors of Performance

After the definition of the criteria, descriptors of performance must be defined for each criterion. A descriptor of performance is a set of plausible levels of performance, ordered by preference, in terms of a criterion, that is essential to make a criterion operational. There are several types of descriptors, divided into three categories depending on their respective nature, and each descriptor is described by one of the elements of each category [46]:

- **Isolable**, guaranteeing independence among the criteria;
- **Intelligible**, facilitating the understanding of the criterion;
- **Operational**, allowing for a good functioning of the additive model;
- **Consensual**, representing the concordance between the decision-maker and the facilitator.
• **Quantitative, qualitative or pictorial:** A quantitative descriptor uses numerical values, a qualitative one uses semantic and numerical expressions, and a pictorial one uses visual representations to describe the levels of performance;

• **Continuous or discrete:** A continuous descriptor allows for infinite levels of performance, while a discrete one is represented by finite levels of performance;

• **Direct, indirect or constructed:** The direct and indirect descriptors depend on whether the levels reflect, directly or not, the ends. A direct descriptor is associated with a natural criterion that reflects the ends, while an indirect one counts on a set of levels defined by a combination of several indicators related with the criterion. As for a constructed descriptor, it is a group of reference levels defined by an index or an holistic combination of several indicators, integrated in the criterion or sub-criterion pretended.

If it is possible to define direct descriptors, it is the most adequate option, since the more objective a descriptor is, the least ambiguous the criterion is, leading to a less controversial evaluation model [46]. Also, to avoid redundancy, each descriptor should be associated with only one criterion [73].

**Reference Levels**

When building an evaluation model, it is necessary to define two reference levels for each descriptor, which are required for benchmark analysis and the building of weighting coefficients. The reference levels to be used are *good* and *neutral*, representing the 0 and the 100 of the value scale, respectively: the *good* level expresses what is a good performance in each criterion, while the *neutral* level expresses a level of performance that is neither attractive nor unattractive, but is acceptable [70].

The identification of the *good* and *neutral* levels contributes to increase the intelligibility of the criteria and makes it possible to objectify the notion of intrinsic activity of each proposal, affecting it in one of the following categories [46]:

- **Very positive proposal**, if it is, at least, as attractive as a *good* fictitious proposal (for example, a biomarker with high clinical relevance).

- **Positive proposal**, if it is, at least, as attractive as a *neutral* fictitious proposal, but less attractive than a *good* fictitious proposal (for example, a biomarker with moderate/low clinical relevance).

- **Negative proposal**, if it is less attractive than a *neutral* fictitious proposal (for example, a biomarker with no relevance and prejudicial effects).

**Value Scales**

After defining the criteria and respective descriptors of performance and reference levels, the value scales are built, using pairwise comparisons. For this purpose, the facilitator asks the decision-makers if, considering a specific criterion, there is a difference of attractiveness between two options. If the answer is affirmative, the decision-makers are, first, asked which of the two options is the most attractive, providing ordinal preference information, and, second, are asked to give a qualitative judgement regarding the difference of attractiveness between the two options, providing cardinal preference information.

To make the judgments, the decision-makers have to use the semantic scale: null, very weak, weak, moderate, strong, or extreme. With this information, it is possible to order the options according to their attractiveness. The questions are repeated for every pair of options, and with respect to every criterion [34]. The answers to the questions are inserted in matrices in the software M-MACBETH (one matrix for
each criterion) [46]. As each matrix is being filled, a consistency check takes place, in order to confirm if the new entries are consistent with the previously inserted judgements. In case of an inconsistency, the software suggests an alternative. When each matrix is completed and consistent, the qualitative judgements acquired are then used to generate values on an interval scale for each criterion, by means of linear programming, where the least attractive option is given a score of 0 and the most attractive one a score of 100 [34]. The obtained scales can and should be adjusted by the decision-makers, if necessary. After the decision-makers agree with the obtained value scale, it is validated.

Weighting of Evaluation Criteria

After the value scales are built, it is necessary to determine a weight scale, so the criteria can be assigned weights, which is done with a similar procedure as the one used to create value scales.

The determination of the weights must be done with reference to the impact levels of the criteria, with an intrinsic value, such as good and neutral, so they already have to be determined for each criterion. Otherwise, the weights will be arbitrary, like when the weights are directly determined, considering the intuitive notion of importance [46].

To order the weights of the criteria, the facilitator needs to ask the decision-makers a question such as the following: “Consider a fictitious proposal (N), neutral in every criteria. If it is possible to improve the impact from neutral to good in only one criterion, keeping all the other in the neutral level, in which criterion would this improvement be more attractive? And after that?“ The repetition of this question until every criterion is chosen, leads directly to the ordering of the weights \( k_j (j = 1, ..., n) \) [46]. Next, the decision-makers are asked to make a qualitative judgement, using once again the semantic categories used for the building of value scales (null, very weak, weak, moderate, strong, very strong and extreme), regarding the importance of the previously considered improvement on each criterion. Finally, the importance of improving from neutral to good is compared on two criteria at a time, using once again the semantic scale. The obtained judgements are inserted into a judgement matrix. Then, using linear programming, the weights are calculated, where 0 is the weight of the neutral option and 100 corresponds to the sum of weights [34]. Once again, the decision-makers can and should do the necessary adjustments to the obtained weights and, once they agree with them, the weights are validated.

Global Score

After the model has been built, it is time to test, evaluate and validate it, starting with the determination of the scores for each option, considering both criteria weights and values in each criterion.

Using the additive aggregation model, which is the most used of all multicriteria methods, as it allows not only to order proposals in terms of their global attractiveness, but also to analyze relative differences of global attractiveness, the global value, \( V(p) \) of a proposal \( p \) in a family of \( n \) criteria, is given by the generic expression [46]:

\[
V(p) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} k_j \cdot v_j(p) \quad (4.1)
\]

where the parameters \( k_j \) are scaling factors or weights (determined previously) that allow to transform partial value units \( (v_j) \) into global value units \( (V) \). It is also necessary for the additive model to verify the following conditions [46]:

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{n} k_j = 1, \quad k_j > 0, \text{ for } j = (1, ..., n) \quad (4.2)
\]
\( v_j(\text{good}_j) = 100, \forall j \)
\( v_j(\text{neutral}_j) = 0, \forall j \) \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

The determination of the global score of each proposal leads to the ordering of the proposals according to their attractiveness. The option with the highest global score is the most attractive and should, therefore, be chosen by the decision-makers [34]. The results and the model must then be analysed, discussed and validated in a decision conference.

**Sensitivity and Robustness Analysis**

After the model has been validated, a sensitivity and robustness analysis should be performed using M-MACBETH, in order to check the strength of the results [34].

The sensitivity analysis has the purpose of evaluating the impact that a change in the weight of a certain criterion has on the final result of the model [34]. As we can see in figure 4.3, the resultant graphics shows the variation of the overall score of each option (in black), as the weight of the criteria under analysis varies from 0 to 100%. The current weight of the criterion under analysis, is represented by the red line. M-MACBETH allows to determine the weight that causes an intersection between the lines of two options, this is, the weight that leads to a tie in the global score between two options [74].

![Figure 4.3: Example of a sensibility analysis graphic in the software M-MACBETH [74].](image)

As for the robustness analysis, it allows to evaluate if a variation in the amounts of information, with different degrees of imprecision or uncertainty (such as a variation of ±5% in weight), makes a difference in the result of the best option. Therefore, the robustness analysis is very useful when the decision-making process is associated with uncertainty [34][74].

M-MACBETH organizes information in three types (ordinal, MACBETH and cardinal), and two sections (local and global). Ordinal information corresponds solemnly to ranking, not including information regarding differences of attractiveness. MACBETH information considers the semantic judgements made, but makes no distinction between possible numerical scales compatible with those judgements, and the cardinal information considers the specific scale validated by the decision-makers. As for local information, it includes specific information of each criterion, while global information regards criteria weights. By default, the analysis starts only with local and global ordinal information [74].

The results of this analysis are presented in the form of a matrix, as shown in Figure 4.4, where each entry \((ij)\) relates the options according to the next four symbols [74]:

\( \Delta \) (Dominance): option \( i \) is more attractive in at least one criterion and equally or more attractive in every other criterion, comparatively to \( j \).
+ (Additive Dominance): option \( i \) is globally more attractive than option \( j \);
\( = \) (No dominance between options) - Both options are equally attractive in every criterion.
\( ? \) (Insufficient information) - The available information is not enough to determine the dominance between options.

Figure 4.4: Example of a robustness analysis matrix in the software M-MACBETH [74].

4.2 Application in Biomarker Prioritization: Model Structuring

As explained before, the focus of this thesis lies on the first phase of the development of a multicriteria model: the structuring. Therefore, in this section, all the previously presented steps to structure a multicriteria model will be applied for the purpose of this thesis: prioritizing biomarkers.

There are two ways one could approach the problem in hand: through an alternative-focused thinking or a value-focused thinking. While in alternative-focused thinking the alternatives are identified before the objectives are specified, in value-focused thinking the exact opposite happens, as objectives are specified first, followed by the identification of alternatives [75]. In this thesis, we followed a bit of both approaches, as we already had a list of biomarkers alternatives before specifying the objectives (alternative-focused thinking), but new alternatives were added after the objectives have been specified (value-focused thinking).

The decision-maker throughout the entire process was Doctor Deborah Penque. Although several other experts had the opportunity to give their opinions, they were not responsible for making the final decisions. This way, during the entire process several reunions were conducted with the decision-maker who, based on her expert opinion, had to approve all steps of the methodology and all gathered information.

4.2.1 Areas of Concern, Needs in COPD and Context of Use

Based on evidence analysis and with input from the decision-maker, it became clear that the most relevant areas of concern in the biomarker field are benefits for the patient, the associated costs and the eventual risks. Therefore, each of the final evaluation criteria was included in one of these three categories.

As for the needs in COPD, Table 4.1 presents the current needs in function of the biomarker category. As a complement, the context of use is also associated with each need.

Among the seven different biomarker categories, there are different characteristics and objectives. Consequently, comparing biomarkers that belong to different categories is substantially more complex than comparing biomarkers among the same category. Therefore, in this thesis, in order to reduce the
Table 4.1: COPD needs and contexts of use associated with each FDA biomarker category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biomarker Categories</th>
<th>Needs in COPD</th>
<th>Context of Use in COPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susceptibility/ Risk</td>
<td>Evaluation of (non-synthomatic) individuals at risk for COPD (e.g., smokers/former-smokers, exposed population, aged population, population with genetic risk profile).</td>
<td>Prevention in population at a risk to develop COPD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic</td>
<td>Detect or confirm presence of COPD disease in suspected individuals.</td>
<td>Improve current diagnostic performance and reduce harm from diagnostic error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify patients with a subtype of COPD (e.g., emphysema, chronic bronchitis, ACO-asthma/COPD overlap) for therapeutic decision or clinical trial enrollment.</td>
<td>Accurate diagnosis that can inform treatment decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prognostic</td>
<td>Identify likelihood of a clinical event, disease recurrence or progression in COPD patients (e.g., mortality, acute exacerbation, infection).</td>
<td>Clinical event prevention and management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacodinamic/ Response</td>
<td>Identify biological response (as an end-point) in COPD patients exposed to a medical product.</td>
<td>Stratify different patient groups in terms of clinical response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>Identify COPD patients that are more likely to experience a favorable or unfavorable effect from exposure to a medical product (e.g., corticosteroids).</td>
<td>Patient stratification in drug development or clinical trial enrollment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Identify the likelihood of extension of toxicity as an adverse effect in COPD patients before or after exposure to a medical product.</td>
<td>Serially assessment to prevent harm and the early identification of events with a potential to affect the quality of healing actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess COPD status or COPD medical condition by serially measurements.</td>
<td>Serially assessment to reduce the risk of unnecessary harm associated with healthcare, delivery by achieving quality care and patient safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Assess COPD patients for evidence of exposure to (or effect of) a medical product by serially measurements.</td>
<td>Evaluation of toxicity: hazard identification and dose-response evaluation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to select the biomarker category and respective needs and [COU] in COPD, which consists on a brief description of the specific use of the biomarker in drug development [76], the following question was considered: "Which biomarker category, and respective [COU], has the largest number of biomarkers investigated, reflecting the greatest clinical needs in COPD, based on evidence from literature?". After analysing the evidence associated with all the biomarkers previously selected, it was possible to conclude that biomarkers for prognosis of exacerbation and mortality are the most investigated category of biomarkers until this day. Therefore, in this thesis, we focused on prognosis of exacerbation and mortality as the central biomarker category, and its associated [COU] was to enrich clinical trial/further validation research for an event or population of interest.

4.2.2 Definition of Exclusion Criteria

Before defining the evaluation criteria, it was necessary to define the exclusion (or screening) criteria, which were used to automatically reject some biomarker options.

These criteria were established by the decision-maker and, for biomarker prioritization, they are:

- Biomarkers cannot be validated or in the qualification phase by [FDA]
- Biomarkers cannot have a low amount of information associated.
• Biomarkers must be associated with studies that analyse more than one hundred individuals.

Only the biomarkers that were approved after the application of the exclusion criteria were considered in the model.

4.2.3 List of Biomarkers’ Options

When this thesis was proposed, there was already a list of over one hundred biomarkers to be considered, obtained from literature published between 2016 and 2018. Despite the number being quite high already, some new biomarkers were added, based on the work of S. Ongay et al. [2], which contained the most relevant biomarkers found in literature until 2016, complementing, therefore, the initial list.

After all possible biomarker options were gathered, they were divided according to their category. Since we chose to work exclusively with prognostic biomarkers, only those were selected. Afterwards, the remaining options were filtered using the exclusion criteria previously defined. As a result, a final list of thirty-two biomarkers was obtained, which can be observed in Table 4.2, alongside with the correlation with COPD and Acute Exacerbations of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (AECOPD), from which the most relevant criteria shall be determined in a future work, as this thesis is focused solely in the structuring of the MCDA model.

4.2.4 Definition of Evaluation Criteria, Descriptors of Performance and Reference Levels

For the purpose of defining the relevant criteria to be used in the MCDA model, it was necessary to go through four different phases, in order to obtain the most complete and relevant list possible, taking under consideration not only the literature, but also the opinion of several experts, both clinicians and researchers. The four phases were evidence analysis, interviews, web-based Delphi and test on preference dependence, which were then followed by a fifth phase, where the value tree was built. These five phases are further explored below.

For each considered criterion, it was also necessary to determine the descriptor and levels of performance, the reference levels neutral and good and the area of impact they belong to (either benefits, costs or risks).

As mentioned before, until an evaluation criterion is confirmed to be independent, it is called an evaluation dimension (ED). Therefore, until the fourth phase is concluded, and all criteria are confirmed to be independent, they will be referred to as EDs.

Phase I: Evidence Analysis

The first step consisted on an evidence analysis, including papers and other documents that either mention what an ideal biomarker should be like or mention necessary evaluation dimensions to have under consideration when selecting biomarkers, through which an initial list of possible EDs was assembled.

After the evaluation dimensions had been defined, it was necessary to define the descriptor and levels of performance and the reference levels good and neutral for each of them. This was done taking literature into consideration, namely examples of other descriptors of performance and quantitative information, but also common sense and logic.

In sum, the goal of this first phase was to create an initial list of evaluation dimensions and respective descriptors of performance and reference levels to be analysed and evaluated by experts during the remaining phases.
Table 4.2: List of potential COPD biomarkers to be evaluated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Correlation with COPD</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apolipoprotein A-IV</td>
<td>Distinguishing AECOPD from the convalescent state.</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apolipoprotein C-II</td>
<td>Distinguishing AECOPD from the convalescent state.</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cystatin C</td>
<td>Hospital mortality risk secondary to COPD exacerbation.</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen type I (fragment) degraded by MMPs</td>
<td>BMI, airflow obstruction, dyspnea, exercise capacity (BODE) index; significant influence on time to exacerbation.</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen type III (fragment) degraded by ADAMTS</td>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen type III (fragment)</td>
<td>FEV1% predicted; dyspnea: severe exacerbation</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen type III (fragment) degraded by MMP</td>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen type III formation (Pro-peptide)</td>
<td>FEV1% predicted; slower time of exacerbation; health-related quality of life.</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen type V (Pro-form)</td>
<td>BMI, airflow obstruction, dyspnea, exercise capacity (BODE) index.</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen type VI formation (Pro-peptide)</td>
<td>FEV1% predicted; mortality; healthy-related quality of life.</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen Type VI Propetide (Pro-C6) / Collagen type I fragment (C6M) ratio</td>
<td>Higher in COPD vs. control; Higher in patients with previous exacerbation.</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen type IV (fragment)</td>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen type VI (fragment) degraded by MMPs</td>
<td>FEV1% predicted; dyspnea; health-related quality of life</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complement component C9</td>
<td>Distinguishing AECOPD from the convalescent state</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunoglobulin (free light chains)</td>
<td>Weakly correlated with lung function; mortality in both COPD and A1ATD</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-terminal peptide of Vasopressin-neurophysin 2-copeptin</td>
<td>Future exacerbations and mortality</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-reactive protein</td>
<td>Mortality risk in AECOPD</td>
<td>[84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Reactive Protein degraded by MMPs</td>
<td>Systemic inflammation and COPD outcome</td>
<td>[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastin (fragment) degraded by neutrophil elastase</td>
<td>FEV1% predicted; dyspnea</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunoglobulin A</td>
<td>Exacerbations</td>
<td>[85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interleukin-6</td>
<td>Systemic inflammation and COPD outcome</td>
<td>[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipopolysaccharide-binding protein</td>
<td>Distinguishing AECOPD from the convalescent state</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix metalloproteinase-9</td>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix metalloproteinase-9 / Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases-1</td>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases-1</td>
<td>Mortality in non-COPD</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-regional pro-adrenomedullin</td>
<td>Early outcomes of COPD</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-terminal fragment of pro-BNP</td>
<td>All cause of mortality with or without exacerbation</td>
<td>[87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-C motif chemokine 18</td>
<td>BODE index; higher risk of mortality and exacerbation episodes; prednisolone treatment response; cardiovascular hospitalization.</td>
<td>[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desmosine (Elastin cross linker)</td>
<td>Cardiovascular comorbidities; arterial stiffness; mortality in patients with COPD; no association with emphysema progression or lung decline.</td>
<td>[89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentraxin 3</td>
<td>Correlated with infection at exacerbation</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfactant Protein D</td>
<td>Higher risk for exacerbations and mortality, prednisolone treatment response</td>
<td>[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitinase like protein</td>
<td>Exacerbations</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 4.2: List of potential COPD biomarkers to be evaluated.](https://example.com/table42.png)
Phase II: Interviews

Based on the list obtained in phase one, the second phase consisted on interviewing experts, both clinicians and researchers, so they could give their judgments regarding the relevance of the previously defined evaluation dimensions to biomarker prioritization and suggest alterations, if necessary, to improve the way an ED or its levels of performance and reference levels were described and attributed, respectively. Apart from this, experts could also suggest other EDs that they believed to be relevant for the decision-making situation on hand. Therefore, the goal of this second phase was to update the initial list of EDs according to the expert's input.

The choice of experts to participate in this phase is very important, as it defines the quality of the results. The experts must be specialized in an area of knowledge related to the the issue in hand, so both researchers and clinicians must be invited, in order to acquire input from both parts involved in the development of new drugs, which can be useful to detect if there are important EDs missing. Since the purpose of this second phase was only to rule out non relevant EDs, to add new ones that may be missing, and to make the necessary changes to the ones that are accepted, and not to make a final decision regarding which should be considered for biomarker selection, since there was still one other phase left, where the actual decisions would be made based on the opinion of a greater number of experts, we considered that having only two or three experts from each field (researchers and clinicians) participate in this second phase was enough to meet the goal.

The interviews were semi-structured, as the participants were to be asked predetermined questions, but some questions could arise spontaneously in a free-flowing conversation. The way a question or statement is formulated influences significantly this type of study, so the questions must be well thought out. The predetermined questions that were asked during the interview were:

1. "In the document sent to you, there were nine evaluation dimensions that, according to literature, seem to be relevant for the selection of a biomarker among many candidates, to be further investigated with the goal of reaching qualification. Do you consider them all to be relevant? If not, which do you believe to be irrelevant for this purpose?"

2. Do you consider the description of the presented evaluation dimensions to be correct and easily understandable, or do you believe it could be improved? How could it be improved?

3. Do you believe the reference levels were attributed correctly to the levels of performance, or should there be any change?

4. Do you propose any additional evaluation dimension to be considered for biomarker prioritization?

All four questions were open, so the experts could freely give their opinion and suggest new evaluation dimensions to be considered.

To simplify the interview and obtain as much information/opinions as possible, each evaluation dimension was analysed individual and sequentially. Therefore, the first three questions were asked sequentially for each ED, while the fourth question was only asked after all EDs had been covered, leading to the end of the interview.

In order to guarantee that every important aspect regarding each ED was covered, the interviews were done through a video call, and not using an online questionnaire, where the experts would have likely tended to be succinct, leading to a poorer gathering of information.

Phase III: Web-based Delphi

The third phase had the purpose of reaching a semi-final version of the list of EDs being built, based on the judgements of a greater number of experts, with the purpose of reaching a consensual, complete
and relevant group of EDs, since they are of great importance to make the best possible decision when selecting a new biomarker. For this, a web-based Delphi was used, using the platform Welphi and following the rules previously described in section 3.2.3.

In this phase, it is of great importance to include as many experts as possible, both researchers and clinicians, in order to achieve the most inclusive and representative model possible, resulting in more validity and credibility.

The participants were sent an invitation to participate in the Web-Delphi, introducing the problem, explaining the objective of the questionnaire and how it works. Periodically, the experts were sent reminders to encourage participation. In the end, an e-mail thanking the experts for their participation was sent.

The duration of the Web-Delphi is defined before the questionnaire begins, but a round can be extended in case of necessity (due to lack of answers). In the case of this thesis, we defined that each round would have the duration of one week and that twelve was the minimum number of answers acceptable for the first round: therefore, if after the stipulated time for the first round the number of answers was inferior to twelve, the round would be extended and a notification would be sent to all participants.

In a Delphi process, the description of the problem and of the process comes before the questions (in the invitation e-mail and/or in the welcoming page of the questionnaire), which allows the questions to be as simple as possible, making it more direct and easier for the participants to understand. Therefore, the question asked in this particular case was:

1. This evaluation dimension should be considered for the prioritization of prognostic biomarkers in COPD?

The question was then followed by the list of evaluation dimensions obtained in phase II, and the experts participating in the questionnaire were asked to give qualitative judgements regarding each of them, based on the following level scales: strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, strongly disagree. The participants were also able to leave comments regarding each of the EDs. As explained in section 3.2.3, when using a web-based Delphi, during the second and third rounds, the participants were encouraged to analyse the anonymous statistics from the previous round and change their answers if they so desired, with the purpose of reaching greater agreement.

After analysing the final answers (obtained after the last round), including not only the percentage of each level scale associated with each evaluation dimensions, but also the comments, and after applying the rules presented in 3.2 to accept or reject evaluation dimensions, an updated and semi-final list was obtained.

**Phase IV: Test on Preference Dependence**

When all evaluation dimensions had been defined, it was necessary to determine if they were preference independent on each other, in which case they could finally be called criteria, or not, in which case the eventual dependencies had to be resolved.

The first thing that had to be done was reflecting on which evaluation dimensions could be preference dependent on each other, so they could be tested. This process becomes easier by dividing the evaluation dimensions in clusters and reflecting on the probability of preference dependence among the elements of each cluster.

Secondly, it was necessary to define who would participate in this process: at least two individuals with expertise in the biomarker field should participate. The participants had to be interviewed at the
same time, so that answers could be discussed among them, and either face-to-face or via video call, so that doubts could be clarified immediately and more easily.

The interviews were structured, as all questions to be asked were predetermined. The evaluation dimensions were tested in pairs, and questions regarding the four swings presented in Figure 3.4 were be asked. Since we wanted to determine the difference of attractiveness between options of a swing, for each pair of evaluations dimensions $a$ and $b$, the question asked for each of the swings were:

i. "What is the difference of attractiveness between the option $(N_a, N_b)$ and the option $(G_a, N_b)$?"

ii. "What is the difference of attractiveness between the option $(N_a, G_b)$ and the option $(G_a, G_b)$?"

iii. "What is the difference of attractiveness between the option $(N_a, N_b)$ and the option $(N_a, G_b)$?"

iv. "What is the difference of attractiveness between the option $(G_a, N_b)$ and the option $(G_a, G_b)$?"

The questions had to be answered using the MACBETH semantic scale: null, very weak, weak, moderate, strong, very strong, extreme.

After the interview, the answers must be analysed, pair by pair, and the result may be one of four: (1) if the participants give different judgments to questions (i) and (ii) and then to questions (iii) and (iv), then the EDs are preference dependent on each other; (2) if the participants give different judgements in questions (i) and (ii), but not in questions (iii) and (iv), then $ED_a$ is preference dependent on $ED_b$; (3) if the participants give different judgements in questions (iii) and (iv), but not in questions (i) and (ii), then $ED_b$ is preference dependent on $ED_b$: (4) if the answer is the same for questions (i) and (ii) and then for questions (iii) and (iv), then the EDs are preference independent on each other.

In case either scenario (1), (2) or (3) happens, it is necessary to resolve the dependencies. In this thesis, this was done by redefining the dependent EDs by combining them into a single independent criterion. After all dependencies were solved, a final list of relevant criteria for the prioritization of COPD prognostic biomarkers was obtained.

**Phase V: Building a Value Tree**

The last phase of the definition of evaluation criteria had the purpose of dividing the criteria into the respective areas of concern and, if it made sense, into clusters. Based on this, a value tree was built, using the program M-MACBETH.

The first branches of the tree consist on the areas of concern which, in the case of this thesis, are benefits, costs and risks, the second branches to the clusters, and the criteria associated with each of them are represented as branches that depart from each cluster or area of impact.
Chapter 5

Results

In this chapter, the obtained results will be presented, from the evaluation dimensions found in literature and the changes suffered after the interviews and Web-Delphi, to the final list of criteria and respective descriptors of performance and reference levels.

5.1 Definition of Criteria, Descriptors of Performance and Reference Levels

5.1.1 Phase I. Evidence analysis

The first phase of the process of defining criteria and respective descriptors of performance and reference levels involved a evidence analysis. This phase consisted on the definition of a list of evaluation dimensions based on literature, and subsequent formulation of their descriptors of performance and reference levels based on logic and examples and information found in literature. After this process was completed, Doctor Deborah Penque approved and complemented said list.

As a result, an initial list of evaluation dimensions and the descriptors of performance and reference levels of each of them were defined. The list of EDs obtained is presented on Table 5.1 while the descriptors of performance and reference levels can be observed in Table 5.2.

In Table 5.1 the evaluation dimensions are presented, including their description and the literary references that mentioned them. The EDs “Expected Utility in Drug Development” and “Ethical Issues” do not have references associated because these two were proposed by Doctor Deborah Penque as a complement to the ones found in literature. Initially, there were more EDs (mentioned in literature) considered than the ones presented, including specificity of the results, sensitivity of the results and cost-effectiveness. However, due to the fact that the final criteria must be independent from each other, these EDs were not further considered: the specificity and sensitivity of results are necessary for calculating the AUC meaning that the “Clinical Added Value” would depend on both of them, while the cost-effectiveness would depend not only on the costs of validation and utility but also on the clinical relevance and clinical added value.

In Table 5.2 the descriptors of performance (including their type and the levels of performance) and the reference levels good and neutral associated with each evaluation dimension are presented. All of these were determined based on examples and information found in literature and logic. The quantitative descriptors of performance, associated with the EDs Clinical Added Value and Costs of Validation and Utility required a more through literature investigation in order to reach the values presented in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1: Evaluation dimensions descriptions after evidence analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Dimensions</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Added Value</td>
<td>New biomarker’s added value in relation to the already qualified biomarkers, based on the difference of the AUC between the new biomarker and the already qualified ones.</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Relevance</td>
<td>Clinical relevance, in terms of benefits to the patient resultant from the application of the biomarker on a clinical level.</td>
<td>[10][24][93][94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Comfort</td>
<td>Comfort of the patient, considering how invasive the procedure used to access the biomarker is (if it is accessible in the peripheral tissue, namely in blood or urine, the discomfort will be null/minimal; if not the discomfort may be greater [19]).</td>
<td>[19][56][93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Evidence</td>
<td>Quantity of quality evidence available regarding the biomarker, considering the number of cohorts, statistical methods used, type of technology used, produced results and validation method.</td>
<td>[24][55][56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret</td>
<td>Easiness to measure and analyze the biomarker, considering the simplicity of the method used, the time needed for this purpose and the need for high-throughput, as well as the easiness to interpret the results.</td>
<td>[10][54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproducibility of Results</td>
<td>Reproducibility of the results, indicating if, using the same methodology several times for a certain biomarker, the results are the same or not (the results are reproducible if they are the same).</td>
<td>[10][93][94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Utility in Drug Development</td>
<td>Potential to provide valuable information that may reduce uncertainty in regulatory decisions during drug development, allowing for a specific interpretation and application in medical product development and regulatory review, within the stated COU [95].</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of Validation and Utility</td>
<td>Amount of money necessary for the validation of a biomarker and utility studies.</td>
<td>[10][56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Issues</td>
<td>Ethical issues associated with the application of the biomarker in clinical practice, including psychological reactions (associated with factors such as risk of catastrophic reaction, no proven long-term treatments and risk of false positive) and social stigma [96][97].</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Clinical Added Value**: The performance level of a biomarker is determined by calculating the AUC of the new biomarker and of the already qualified ones (used for the same COU), and comparing them by determining the mean of the difference between the AUC of the new biomarker and the AUC of each of the qualified biomarkers. If the difference is positive, then the new biomarker has added value; if it is negative, the new biomarker presents less value than the already qualified ones, meaning that it does not add value; if it is zero, the two scenarios have the same AUC meaning that the new biomarker does not add value.

An ROC curve plots True Positive Rate (TPR) given by equation 5.1 versus False Positive Rate (FPR) given by equation 5.2 which are equivalent, respectively, to sensitivity and 1 - sensitivity. The AUC measures the area under the ROC curve. Its value ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 corresponds to a model whose predictions are 100% wrong and 1 corresponds to a model whose predictions are 100% correct. Therefore, the higher the AUC and the higher the difference between the AUC of the new biomarker and the already qualified ones, the better [98].

\[
TPR = \frac{FalsePositives}{FalsePositives + TrueNegatives} \tag{5.1}
\]

\[
FPR = \frac{TruePositives}{TruePositives + FalseNegatives} \tag{5.2}
\]

In case the AUC of a biomarker is lower than 50%, it will be considered to be irrelevant. It should be higher than 70% in order to be a good enough biomarker and, ideally, it should be close to 90% (or higher) to be a very good biomarker. Therefore, the levels of performance presented in Table
Table 5.2: Descriptors of performance and reference levels *neutral* and *good* for each evaluation dimension after evidence analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Dimensions</th>
<th>Descriptors of Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Clinical Added Value  | Quantitative, continuous and direct:  
                          • 25%  
                          • 20%  
                          • 15% [GOOD]  
                          • 10%  
                          • 5%  
                          • 0% [NEUTRAL] |
| Clinical Relevance    | Qualitative, discrete and constructed:  
                          • Very relevant, presenting great clinical benefits to the patient. [GOOD]  
                          • Relevant, presenting significant clinical benefits to the patient.  
                          • Irrelevant, not presenting clinical benefits to the patient. [NEUTRAL] |
| Patient Comfort       | Qualitative, discrete and constructed:  
                          • Non-invasive procedure, with no discomfort to the patient. [GOOD]  
                          • Semi-invasive procedure, with minimal discomfort to the patient. [NEUTRAL]  
                          • Semi-invasive procedure, with mild discomfort to the patient.  
                          • Invasive procedure, with mild/moderate discomfort to the patient.  
                          • Invasive procedure, with severe discomfort to the patient. |
| Quality of Evidence   | Qualitative, discrete and constructed:  
                          • Many studies with evidence of high quality. [GOOD]  
                          • Some studies with evidence of high quality.  
                          • Few studies with evidence of high quality. [NEUTRAL]  
                          • Only studies with evidence of medium quality or lower. |
| Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret | Qualitative, discrete and constructed:  
                          • Easy to measure and analyze the biomarker and easy to interpret the results. [GOOD]  
                          • Hard to measure and analyze the biomarker and easy to interpret the results.  
                          • Easy to measure and analyze the biomarker and hard to interpret the results. [NEUTRAL]  
                          • Hard to measure and analyze the biomarker and hard to interpret the results. |
| Reproducibility of Results | Qualitative, discrete and direct:  
                          • High reproducibility. [GOOD]  
                          • Medium reproducibility. [NEUTRAL]  
                          • Low reproducibility. |
| Expected Utility in Drug Development | Qualitative, discrete and constructed:  
                          • High potential to provide valuable information for drug development. [GOOD]  
                          • Moderate potential to provide valuable information for drug development. [NEUTRAL]  
                          • Low potential to provide valuable information for drug development. |
| Costs of Validation and Utility | Quantitative, continuous and direct:  
                          • 4M$  
                          • 8M$ [GOOD]  
                          • 12M$  
                          • 16M$  
                          • 20M$ [NEUTRAL]  
                          • 24M$  
                          • 28M$  
                          • 32M$ |
| Ethical Issues         | Qualitative, discrete and constructed:  
                          • Presents no risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient. [GOOD]  
                          • Presents low risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient.  
                          • Presents moderate risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient. [NEUTRAL]  
                          • Presents high risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient. |
5.2 represent the difference between the AUC of the new biomarker and the already qualified ones, assuming that the last ones hardly have an AUC lower than 65%.

- **Costs of Validation and Utility**: According to B. A. Hamilton [99], the costs associated with the development and validation of a biomarker vary according to its category. For the specific case of prognostic biomarkers, in which this thesis is focused on, the overall cost can range from 10 to 50 million dollars, where 40-60% correspond to validation and utility, 20-40% to developed assay and intended use and analytical validation, and the remaining 10-20% to identification and feasibility.

This subsection of costs (validation and utility) can, therefore, vary from 40%*10M$=4M$ (minimum associated percentage times minimum overall cost) to 60%*50M$=30M$ (maximum associated percentage times maximum overall cost). Therefore, levels of performance ranged from 4M$ to 32M$, with increments of four, in order to include all possible values.

The reference levels neutral and good where determined in the following way: the option closest to 60%*10M$=6M$ (maximum associated percentage times minimum overall cost), which is the best case scenario considering the values provided by B. A. Hamilton [99], was considered to be good, and the one closest to 40%*50M$=20M$ (minimum associated percentage times maximum overall cost), which is the worst case scenario, was considered to be neutral.

The cost associated with each biomarker has to be estimated. The final value will depend on factors such as the method used, the number of patients to be tested and the number of times the biomarker will be measured for each patient.

### 5.1.2 Phase II. Interviews

With the initial evaluation dimensions well defined, the second phase of the process started. In this phase, four experts (two researchers and two clinicians, three male and one female, all members of ClniMark) were interviewed via video call, with the purpose of analysing the relevance of each of the previously defined evaluation dimensions, verifying the quality of their descriptions and descriptors of performance and the rightness of the reference levels attributed, suggesting alterations, if necessary, and suggesting new EDs believed to be relevant for the purpose at hand. Before the interviews, each expert was presented with a brief sum of the purpose of the thesis and, more specifically, of the interviews to be held, and were also asked to review a document presenting the chosen COU and the EDs previously defined, so that the interview would go smoothly, and it was easier for each of them to answer the questions asked.

In a general way, the four interviewed experts agreed with the EDs presented, their descriptions and respective descriptors of performance. However, there were several suggestions made and, in some cases, some differences in opinion between the experts. In order to go through every suggestion, each criterion is going to be analysed individually:

1. **Clinical Added Value**: All four experts found this evaluation dimension to be very important.

   It was suggested that the meaning of added value should be better explained. Therefore, the previous definition was rewritten, leading to the following: Clinical Added Value represents the new biomarker’s added value (if it brings something new/different) in relation to the already qualified biomarkers, based on the difference of the Area Under the Curve (AUC) between the new biomarker and the already qualified ones.

   The four experts agreed with the method used (AUC) to determine the added value. One expert underlined that this method only works when biomarkers have already been investigated, meaning that it is not “new biomarker” friendly, which is problematic in the sense that a biomarker can
be very good and not have been investigated yet. However, since the idea in this case is to choose the most promising biomarkers from a list of biomarkers obtained in literature, this is not a problem. Another expert mentioned that sensitivity and specificity depend a bit on the test and on the disease: in some cases the benefit may be more by increasing the sensitivity, to avoid missing anybody who is ill, and in other cases one wants a high specificity to avoid false positives. It is always a compromise and should be decided on a case by case basis. It changes with the purpose for which we are selecting the biomarker. However, since we selected a specific COU, the purpose of the biomarkers under consideration is very similar. Taking this into account, and in order to simply things, the AUC and, consequently, the sensitivity and specificity, is a good enough choice to determine the added value of a biomarker.

Regarding the levels of performance and reference levels, one expert said that 10% should be considered a good reference level. In some cases, such as life and death situations, even 5% would be good. Therefore, the reference levels were changed. Also, two experts mentioned that an added value of 25% seemed too high. Therefore, that level of performance was eliminated.

2. Clinical Relevance: All four for experts found this evaluation dimension to be extremely important. It was suggested that specific benefits should be mentioned in the description, taking under consideration the chosen COU to facilitate the determination of the level of performance for each biomarker. As a result, the previous definition was rewritten, leading to the following: Clinical relevance is the ability of a biomarker to improve patient well-being and outcome. The identification of the likelihood of a disease event such as disease recurrence or progression, acute exacerbation or infection, leads to changes in patient management, mortality and morbidity.

As for the levels of performance, two experts suggested changing the term “irrelevant” to “not relevant”/“not relevant in this context”, as the term “irrelevant” is very negative and an irrelevant biomarker can be perceived as completely useless, which is generally not the case (it may be irrelevant in this context, but not in others). Two experts said that the levels of performance should be more specific, or that the first one should be eliminated, because choosing between very relevant and relevant is not easy. To respond to this suggestion, the levels of performance were rewritten, increasing their specificity. These two experts also mentioned that the benefits of a biomarker can vary from patient to patient so, even if a biomarker only presents benefits for a group of people with certain characteristics, it should still be considered, because it does not mean that a biomarker is not good, it only means that it is not a good generic biomarker, but rather a good specific one, which can be very useful for patient stratification (very important in drug development).

3. Patient Comfort: All four experts found this evaluation dimension to be relevant.

One of the experts (clinician), mentioned that on a clinical level only four levels of performance are used: non-invasive procedure with no discomfort, semi-invasive with mild discomfort, invasive with moderate discomfort and invasive with severe discomfort. Therefore, the second level of performance, "semi-invasive procedure, with minimal discomfort to the patient", was eliminated, leaving only one level of performance referent to semi-invasive procedures, which became the new neutral level. Also, in the previous fourth level of performance, instead of mild/moderate discomfort only moderate discomfort was left.

4. Level of Evidence (previous Quality of Evidence): Two experts considered the evaluation dimension “Quality of Evidence” to be relevant and two said that even though it may be relevant, it may also lead to biases, as people tend to choose biomarkers with a lot of evidence, not giving a chance to the ones that have not been very investigated yet. Also, three experts
said that high/medium/low quality of evidence should have a description associated and that some/many/few are not very clear terms.

In order to reduce the biases and to solve the problems presented, a suggestion made by one of the experts has been followed: instead of “Quality of Evidence”, this criterion should be called “Level of Evidence”, and each study should be classified according to its level of evidence.

As a result, the whole ED was redefined, including not only the definition (which can be checked in Table 5.3) but also the levels of performance and reference levels (which can be checked in Table 5.4).

5. Quality of the Study After changing the evaluation dimension “Quality of Evidence” to “Level of Evidence”, Doctor Deborah Penque suggested a new ED as a complement to the previous one: the Quality of the Study. According to the Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice guide [100], evidence can not only be classified in levels (I, II, III and IV), but also using a quality guide. The high quality of a study is based on i) well-designed cohort, including adequate biospecimen repositories and sample size, ii) proper analytical and statistical methods and iii) accurate data analysis and interpretation to enable biomarker identification/validation meeting pre-specified performance criteria for a given clinical application context.

Based on the recommendations presented on the description above, the descriptor of performance (qualitative, discrete and constructed), and the reference levels were also defined, and can be checked in Table 5.4.

6. Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret: All four experts found this evaluation dimension to be very well defined.

Two of them found it relevant, while the other two said that, in comparison to the benefit, this ED was not very significant. However, in case of a tie, it is always best to have a biomarker easy to measure, analyze and interpret. Therefore, they concluded that the easiness to measure, analyze and interpret had some relevance.

Since all experts found this ED to be very well defined, there was no change on the description, descriptor of performance or reference levels.

7. Test Reliability (previous Reproducibility of Results): All four experts found “Reproducibility of Results” to be a relevant evaluation dimension. Additionally, two of them said that the reliability of the test should also be considered. However, reliability concerns the extent to which any experiment/test leads to the same results on repeated trials and, if the reliability of a test is high, then that test is accurate, reproducible and consistent from one trial to another [101].

Since the reliability depends on the reproducibility, we opted to replace the second with the first, as it is more complete.

As a result, the whole ED was redefined, including not only the definition (which can be checked in Table 5.3) but also the levels of performance and reference levels (which can be checked in Table 5.4).

8. Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development (previous Expected Utility in Drug Development): All four experts found this evaluation dimension to be relevant.

Two of the experts thought this ED was well defined and that it was not very difficult to choose a level of performance since there were only three levels. However, the remaining two experts said that it was very subjective and should be better defined (because the potential depends on more than the biomarker), and that it would be hard to make a choice.
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As a result, the whole [ED] was rewritten, including the name, with the purpose of reaching a less subjective [ED] with better defined levels of performance. The new definition can be checked in Table 5.3 and the new levels of performance and reference levels in Table 5.4.

9. **Costs of Development (previous Costs of Validation and Utility):** All four experts found this evaluation dimension to be very important.

It was suggested that the [ED] name should be "Costs of Development", as the development phase includes both the analytical validation and the utility studies.

It was also suggested that the description should be a bit clearer about the meaning of validation and utility studies. Therefore, the previous definition was rewritten, leading to the following: Amount of money necessary for the validation of a biomarker (where the generalizability across different samples and the reproducibility and standardization of the assay are determined) and utility studies (where the results must show performance characteristics, well-designed experiments and the added value in research models and/or patients) [12].

Regarding the levels of performance, one expert said that the gaps between levels of performance should be bigger, suggesting: 5M$, 10M$,..., which was applied. Three experts found that the values presented and the way the reference levels were defined makes sense. However, they pointed out that the cost of development and, more specifically, validation and utility of a biomarker, can range even more than what was considered. The remaining expert did not agree with the proposed values because the costs can vary a lot, as there are many factors influencing them, including the context of business, the method used, the country the study is being held in, the fluid one wants to measure the biomarker in (spinal fluid will cost substantially more than blood/urine), the number of people to be involved in the study and even the depth of detail required. However, since the majority agreed with the proposed values and the cost will be estimated for each biomarker (where factors such as the country will be the same for all biomarkers), there will be no change in the considered values.

10. **Ethical Issues:** Three out of four experts found this evaluation dimension to be very relevant. However, the remaining one believes that it is not very relevant for biomarker selection. Since the majority found it to be relevant, it was not eliminated and shall be further evaluated and judged by a greater number of experts during Phase III.

As a result of the interviews, the initial list of evaluation dimensions and the descriptors of performance and reference levels were updated. The list of [EDs] obtained after processing the information gathered in the interviews is presented in Table 5.3, while the descriptors of performance and reference levels can be observed in Table 5.4.

5.1.3 **Phase III. Web-based Delphi**

After the interviews were done and the data collected was processed, the third phase of the definition of criteria and respective descriptors of performance and reference levels began.

Contrarily to the two previous phases, this phase was designed with the sole purpose of determining the relevance of the previously defined evaluation dimensions, based on the opinion of a great number of experts, instead of defining and improving the [EDs], descriptors of performance and reference levels.

In this phase, regardless of the round, the participants were asked to evaluate the relevance of the [EDs] obtained after the interviews, which were inserted in the web-based Delphi as indicators, each with a description associated containing not only the description of the [ED] in question, but also the descriptors
Table 5.3: Evaluation dimensions descriptions after interviews were made to experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Dimensions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Added Value</td>
<td>Clinical Added Value represents the new biomarker’s added value (if it brings something new/different) in relation to the already qualified biomarkers, based on the difference of the AUC between the new biomarker and the already qualified ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Relevance</td>
<td>Clinical Relevance is the ability of a biomarker to improve patient well-being and outcome. The identification of the likelihood of a disease event such as disease recurrence or progression, acute exacerbation or infection, leads to changes in patient management, mortality and morbidity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Comfort</td>
<td>Comfort of the patient, considering how invasive the procedure used to access the biomarker is (if it is accessible in the peripheral tissue, namely in blood or urine, the discomfort will be null/minimal; if not the discomfort may be greater [19].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Evidence</td>
<td>Level of evidence (or hierarchy of evidence) are assigned to studies based on the methodological quality of their design, validity, and applicability to patient care. These decisions give the “grade (or strength) of recommendation”. In Biomarker research, the level of evidence can be classified as (adapted from Kissler &amp; Zechmeister-Koss [102]): • Highest (Level I) - Evidence from systematic review of Level II studies (well-designed randomized controlled trial (RTC)); • High (Level II) - Evidence from at least one well-designed RTC/prospective cohort study (Phase 2/3 explanatory study); • Moderate (Level III) - Evidence from non-randomized RCT/cohort study (Phase 1 explanatory study)/follow-up study; • Low (level IV) - Evidence from a case series / case control studies / historically controlled studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of the Study</td>
<td>A high quality of a study is based on: i) well-designed cohort, including adequate biospecimen repositories and sample size; ii) proper analytical and statistical methods; iii) accurate data analysis and interpretation to enable biomarker identification/validation meeting pre-specified performance criteria for a given clinical application context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret</td>
<td>Easiness to measure and analyze the biomarker, considering the simplicity of the method used, the time needed for this purpose and the need for high-throughput, as well as the easiness to interpret the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Reliability</td>
<td>Consistency or reproducibility of biomarker results across time (test-retest reliability), across items (internal consistency), and/or across researchers (inter-rater reliability) [103].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development</td>
<td>Potential value of a biomarker for a particular context of use (glsCOU) in drug development, likely to be recognized by the FDA as qualified biomarker in the near future. COU in drug development includes patient stratification, selection, trial enrichment, dose selection, response/efficacy assessments, safety assessments, among others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of Development</td>
<td>Amount of money necessary for the validation of a biomarker (where the generalizability across different samples and the reproducibility and standardization of the assay are determined) and utility studies (where the results must show performance characteristics, well-designed experiments and the added value in research models and/or patients) [12].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Issues</td>
<td>Ethical issues associated with the application of the biomarker in clinical practice, including psychological reactions (associated with factors such as risk of catastrophic reaction, no proven long-term treatments and risk of false positive) and social stigma [96][97].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.4: Descriptors of performance and reference levels *neutral* and *good* for each evaluation dimension after interviews were made to experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Dimensions</th>
<th>Descriptors of Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Added Value</strong></td>
<td>Quantitative, continuous and direct:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 20% [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 10% [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 0% [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Relevance</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Very relevant, showing ability to improve well-being and outcome to the generality of patients. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relevant, showing ability to improve well-being and outcome to patients with specific characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Irrelevant, showing poor or no ability to improve patients’ well-being and outcome. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient Comfort</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-invasive procedure, with no discomfort to the patient. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Semi-invasive procedure, with mild discomfort to the patient. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Invasive procedure, with mild/moderate discomfort to the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Invasive procedure, with severe discomfort to the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of Evidence</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and direct:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Highest Evidence Level (I).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High Evidence Level (II). [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Moderate Evidence Level (III). [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low Evidence Level (IV).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality of the Study</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High Quality: all recommendations are fully accomplished. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Medium Quality: one/two recommendations are not fully accomplished. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low Quality: no recommendation is accomplished.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Easy to measure and analyze the biomarker and easy to interpret the results. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hard to measure and analyze the biomarker and easy to interpret the results. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Easy to measure and analyze the biomarker and hard to interpret the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hard to measure and analyze the biomarker and hard to interpret the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test Reliability</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and direct:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High reliability. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Medium reliability. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low reliability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Potential high-value for a particular COU in drug development with high unmet need. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Potential high/moderate-value for a particular COU in drug development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Potential low-value for a particular COU in drug development. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Costs of Development</strong></td>
<td>Quantitative, continuous and direct:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 5M$ [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 10M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 15M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 20M$ [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 25M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 30M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethical Issues</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Presents no risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Presents low risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Presents moderate risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Presents high risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of performance and reference levels associated so that the experts participating could inform themselves before deciding on its relevance.

One hundred and eighteen experts (researchers and clinicians) were invited to participate in this web-based Delphi, all members of CliniMark.

**Round One**

In round one, experts only had to answer the question posed, using the scale levels available to evaluate the relevance of each evaluation dimension.

The round started on August 5, 2019, and lasted until August 23, 2019 (almost three weeks). For this phase, one hundred and eighteen experts (researchers and clinicians) were invited. Ideally, all participants would answer, but realistically, we defined that twelve was the minimum number of participants acceptable, as the number of participants tends to decrease from one round to the other, so it was essential to define a number high enough to try and guarantee that there were some participants left to answer in the third round. We considered that less than twelve participants was too little and too risky.

Initially, the round was planned to last one week. However, due to the low number of participants, it was necessary to extend the round twice: during the first week, there were only three answers, which led to an extension of one week; during the second week the number of participants increased to nine, which led to another extension of one week; during the final week, fifteen people answered the questionnaire, resulting in a total of 24 participants.

During the three weeks the round lasted, two reminders were sent per week to every expert that had not participated yet, in order to try and encourage them to participate. The reminders were clearly very effective, as almost all the were given in the days that a reminder had been sent.

After the third week, the round was closed, not only because we had reached a satisfactory number of participants, although not ideal, but also due to lack of time. However, if the round had lasted longer, lasting until September, it is likely that the number of participants would have increased significantly, as many of the contacted individuals were probably on vacation while the round was open.

In the end of the first round, there was a total of twenty-four participants, resulting in a 20% adhesion. Among the participants, 63% were women and 37% men, while 71% were researchers and 29% were clinicians, all from different geographic locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither Agree nor Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - Clinical Added Value</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - Clinical Relevance</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - Patient Comfort</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - Level of Evidence</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - Quality of the Study</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - Easiness to Measure, Analyze and Interpret</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 - Test Reliability</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 - Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - Costs of Development</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - Ethical Issues</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1: Results of the first round of the Web-Delphi to determine the relevant evaluation dimensions for biomarker prioritization.
As expected, the results obtained in the first round, which can be observed in Figure 5.1, were not very consensual in some cases. For example, the evaluation dimension Costs of Development led to a great difference of opinions between experts, with some participants saying that they strongly agreed that it was a relevant evaluation dimension, while others disagreed/strongly disagreed. In the other hand, there were some evaluation dimensions, such as Clinical Relevance, Quality of the Study and Test Reliability where the opinion was consensual between experts, who either agreed or strongly agreed with their relevance for biomarker prioritization.

The evaluation dimensions that presented consensus among experts could have been approved in this first round. However, we opted to only approve or reject an evaluation dimension after the third round. This way, all evaluation dimensions were reevaluated in round two and three in order to try and reach consensus.

**Round Two**

In round two, participants were asked to review and analyse the statistics from the previous round and rethink their opinion, having the chance to alter their answer if they so desired.

The round started on August 24, 2019, and lasted until September 6, 2019. In this round, only the experts that participated in round one were invited, meaning that only twenty-four experts received an invitation. During the two weeks the round lasted, two reminders were sent per week to every expert that had not participated yet.

In the end of the round, there was a total of twenty-two answers, resulting in 92% adhesion. Among the participants, 59% were women and 41% men, while 77% were researchers and 23% were clinicians, all from different geographic locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither Agree nor Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - Clinical Added Value</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - Clinical Relevance</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - Patient Comfort</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - Level of Evidence</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - Quality of the Study</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 - Test Reliability</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 - Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - Costs of Development</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - Ethical Issues</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.2: Results of the second round of the Web-Delphi to determine the relevant evaluation dimensions for biomarker prioritization.

As expected, the results obtained in the second round, which can be observed in Figure 5.2, were more consensual than in round one, although in some cases there is still a clear difference in opinions. For example, in the case of the evaluation dimension Costs of Development, the percentage of participants answering *Strongly Agree/Agree* increased 7%, decreasing in both *Not Agree nor Disagree* and *Disagree*, meaning that the generic opinion started converging to the positive spectrum, although one expert still chose the option *Strongly Disagree* regarding the relevance of this evaluation dimension in
biomarker prioritization. In the other hand, in the case of the evaluation dimension Clinical Added Value, the opinion was unanimous that it is indeed relevant for biomarker prioritization, as all the answers were either Strongly Agree (great majority, with 82% of the votes) or Agree, contrarily to the previous round.

In the end of the round, four evaluation dimensions clearly stood out due to the fact that every single participant considered them to be relevant for biomarker prioritization: Clinical Added Value, Clinical Relevance, Quality of the Study and Test Reliability. However, three EDs may still be eliminated after the third round, due to lack of consensus: Patient Comfort, Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret and Costs of Development.

**Round Three**

During the third and last round, participants were once again asked to review and analyse the statistics from the previous round and rethink their opinion, having the chance to alter their answer if they so desired, with the purpose of reaching more agreement.

The round started on September 7, 2019, and lasted until September 18, 2019. In this round, only the experts that participated in round two were invited, meaning that only twenty-two experts received an invitation. During the week and a half the round lasted, a total of four reminders were sent to the experts that had not participated yet.

In the end of the round, there was a total of twenty-one answers, resulting in 95% adhesion. Among the participants, 62% were women and 38% men, while 76% were researchers and 24% were clinicians, all from different geographic locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither Agree nor Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - Clinical Added Value</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - Clinical Relevance</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - Patient Comfort</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - Level of Evidence</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - Quality of the Study</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 - Test Reliability</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 - Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - Costs of Development</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - Ethical Issues</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.3: Results of the third and last round of the Web-Delphi to determine the relevant evaluation dimensions for biomarker prioritization.

As expected, the results obtained in the third and last round, which can be observed in Figure 5.3, were significantly more consensual than in the two previous rounds, as opinions tended to change from indifference and disagreement to agreement regarding the relevance of each evaluation dimension: for example, the Costs of Development had at least one expert choosing each scale level during the first two rounds, while in the third round Strongly Disagree had no votes; also, the percentage of agreeable votes started with 66% in round one and ended in 81% in round three. The improvement in consensus throughout the three rounds will be further analysed later.

Due to the qualitative nature of the scale levels applied in the process, it is not possible to determine
the mean, median and interquartile range of the opinions for each evaluation dimension. However, it is possible to determine the mode:

- Clinical Added Value, Clinical Relevance, Level of Evidence, Quality of the Study and Test Reliability have the scale level *Strongly Agree* as mode.

- All the remaining evaluation dimensions have the level scale *Agree* as mode.

After round three, the web-Delphi process was finished. Therefore, the rules of approval and rejection of evaluation dimensions presented in Figure 3.2 were finally applied to determine which evaluation dimensions were approved by the participants for the prioritization of prognostic biomarkers associated with COPD. According to those rules, an evaluation dimension will be approved if one of the two following scenarios happens:

1. The percentage of *Strongly Agree* votes is superior to 50% and the percentage of *Disagree* and *Strongly Disagree* votes is inferior to 33%.

2. The percentage of *Strongly Agree* votes, plus the percentage of *Agree* votes, is superior to 75%.

Table 5.5: Experts’ opinions regarding evaluation dimensions for the prioritization of biomarkers in the web-Delphi, with focus on the percentage of votes for *Strongly Agree* (SA), *Strongly Agree plus Agree* (SA+A) and *Strongly Disagree plus Disagree* (SD+D).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Dimension</th>
<th>SA (%)</th>
<th>SA+A (%)</th>
<th>SD+D (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Added Value</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Relevance</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Comfort</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Evidence</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of the Study</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Reliability</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of Development</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Issues</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 5.5 all the necessary percentages to evaluate each evaluation dimension are presented. Based on this values, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- Clinical Added Value, Clinical Relevance, Level of Evidence, Quality of the Study and Test Reliability had more than 50% of experts strongly agreeing with their relevance to prognostic biomarker prioritization in COPD, and none disagreeing, meaning that these five evaluation dimensions are automatically approved.

- Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development and Ethical Issues did not have more than 50% of experts strongly agreeing with their relevance to prognostic biomarker prioritization in COPD, but had 90% either agreeing or strongly agreeing, and none disagreeing. Therefore, they are also approved.

- Patient Comfort, Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret and Costs of Development present some lack of consensus as the opinions given by experts range from *Strongly Agree* to *Disagree*. However, more than 75% of experts either agreed or strongly agreed with their relevance to prognostic biomarker prioritization in COPD, and only 5% disagreed. Therefore, even though the opinion is not consensual, the great majority of experts believed these evaluation dimensions to be relevant, leading to their approval.
As one cannot assume that the results of the Web-base Delphi are one hundred percent correct/trustworthy, since the participants do not interact with each other and no numerical judgements are obtained, Figure 5.3 was presented to Doctor Deborah Penque, who did not participate in the process, so she could decide if, based on the results and in her expert opinion, every evaluation dimension, specially the ones that raised more doubt, should actually be considered as relevant. In her opinion, since we are in an exploratory phase, we should accept all evaluation dimensions, including the three that raise some doubt, because even those presented a high percentage of acceptance.

As a result, ten out of ten proposed evaluation dimensions were considered to be relevant for the prioritization of prognostic biomarkers in COPD by the twenty-one experts participating during the entire web-based Delphi process, plus Doctor Deborah Penque.

Consensus

Being able to change or maintain their opinions after analysing the answers of the other participants, led to an increased agreement between participants throughout the three rounds. Three rounds proved to be enough to reach consensus between the participants.

Since the Delphi is an anonymous process, we did not have access to what which participant answered, meaning that it is not possible to analyse the evolution of opinion of each expert, or to verify if the opinion varied with the field of expertise and geographical location. This being said, it is possible to analyse the evolution of general consensus throughout the three rounds of the Web-Delphi. Table 5.6 presents the percentage of experts who chose either Agree or Strongly Agree as the scale level for each evaluation dimension in each round.

Table 5.6: Evolution of general consensus throughout the three rounds of the Web-Delphi, regarding the scale levels Agree and Strongly Agree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Dimension</th>
<th>1st → 2nd → 3rd round (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Added Value</td>
<td>96% → 100% → 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Relevance</td>
<td>100% → 100% → 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Comfort</td>
<td>71% → 68% → 76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Evidence</td>
<td>96% → 95% → 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of the Study</td>
<td>100% → 100% → 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret</td>
<td>71% → 72% → 81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Reliability</td>
<td>100% → 100% → 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development</td>
<td>75% → 86% → 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Development</td>
<td>66% → 73% → 81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Issues</td>
<td>84% → 91% → 90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaluation dimensions Clinical Relevance, Quality of the Study and Test Reliability were considered to be relevant for the prioritization of COPD biomarkers by all the experts, throughout all the three rounds.

The opinion of the experts was not unanimous initially regarding the evaluation dimensions Clinical Added Value and Level of evidence. However, in round three, consensus was reached, as every single expert considered these EDs to be relevant for biomarker prioritization.

The evaluation dimensions Ethical Issues and Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development did not have 100% of agreement in any round. However, the percentage of experts considering it to be relevant was high in every round, specially in the last one, where 90% of experts agreed with their relevance in biomarker prioritization.

The evaluation dimensions Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret and Costs of Development did not reach consensus until the last round. 10% and 15% of experts, respectively, changed their
opinion to either Strongly Agree or Agree between round one and round three, leading to 81% of the votes being in one of these two level scales and guaranteeing agreement among participants.

The remaining evaluation dimension, Patient Comfort, suffered few changes throughout the three rounds. In fact, the difference between the first and last round is only 5%, meaning that probably only one expert changed his opinion. In the end, 76% of experts chose either the scale level Strongly Agree or Agree for this evaluation dimension, which is enough to consider that there was consensus among participants and to accept the evaluation dimension, although there is some uncertainty associated, since the value is really close to the defined threshold (75%).

Throughout the three rounds of the web-based Delphi, no new evaluation dimension was suggested, but experts left a few comments regarding the relevance of the ones proposed. Based on this comments, a few points are worth mentioning:

- The Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development could be included in the Clinical Added Value, if the later was considered in a wider sense.
- In such a devastating disease as COPD, patient discomfort has to be accepted.
- Easiness to measure is not a priority, as there are many clinical tests involving complex procedures. However, the results should be easy to analyse and interpret.
- Ethics are important but open for discussion, as they depend on the study. They should be compatible with innovative research and development programs.
- Costs of development do matter, as some potential applications may be just too expensive to pursue. However, there are really expensive tests that are routinely used. It depends on the benefit.

According to experts, one as to be prepared to pay more for biomarker development, go through some invasive procedures, or have a harder time measuring, analysing and interpreting the results, if the clinical relevance/benefit is worth it.

Although the higher the number of participants the better, there was a solid number of participants throughout the three phases, with only three drop-outs out of twenty-four participants (13% drop-out rate), resulting in an inclusive and representative and, consequently, valid and credible model. The rigor was maintained throughout the whole web-Delphi process, as the response rate surpassed 90% in both round two and three. During the whole web-Delphi process, reminders were sent regularly to experts who had not completed the questionnaire yet and deadlines were extended in the first two rounds. This two measures helped increasing the number of participants during the first round and decreasing the drop-out rate in the second and third rounds, leading to a greater representativeness of all points of view.

The whole process was structured and transparent, which added validity to the results, and the anonymity of participants was assured. The facilitator had a fundamental role in the process, ensuring the participation of panelists and managing the group towards agreement. The use of a web platform increased the efficiency of the process, not only in the delivery of the questionnaire, making it easier for the participants to answer and for the facilitator to overview the process, but also after the rounds were completed, making it easier to analyse the answers.

### 5.1.4 Test on Preference Dependence

After the Web-based Delphi was complete, with ten evaluation dimensions approved, the fourth phase of the process began.
This phase started with a reflection regarding the possibility of some evaluations dimensions depending on each other.

To facilitate the process, two clusters were created: one regarding evaluation dimensions related to the clinical benefit of the biomarkers (which included Clinical Added Value, Clinical Relevance and Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development), and another related to the studies and methodologies associated with each biomarker (which included Level of Evidence, Quality of the Study, Test Reliability and Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret).

After pondering on the possibility of eventual dependencies among this evaluation dimensions, the following groups were considered to be possibly preference dependent:

- Clinical Added Value, Clinical Relevance and Potential Value, because these three EDs relate to the clinical benefit of the biomarker. Therefore, preference dependence must be tested for the three possible pairs.

- Quality of the Study and Level of Evidence, because these EDs are both connected with the study.

- Quality of the Study and Test Reliability, because for a study to be good and trustworthy, the tests performed must be reliable.

The Easiness to Measure, Analyze and Interpret was not considered to be possibly preference dependent on another ED, namely the Test Reliability or the Quality of the Study, because it has no direct connection with the quality or reliability of the study, but with the easiness to apply the methodology and analyze the results. The Costs of Development, Ethical Issues and Patient Comfort were not considered to have any connection in terms of preference with the remaining EDs.

After the evaluation dimensions to be tested were defined, two experts in the biomarker field were interviewed via video call, with the purpose of determining if there were preference dependencies among each pair: the possible results could be independent, unilaterally dependent or bilaterally dependent.

Before the interview, both experts were presented with a brief summary of the purpose of the interview, with a simple example to demonstrate what was expected, and with the list of approved evaluation dimensions and respective definitions, so that they would be as informed as possible when the interview began and it was easier for them to answer the questions asked. The results of the test can be observed in Table 5.7.

When comparing the EDs Clinical Relevance and Clinical Added Value, both experts stated clearly that there was some connection between the two, because it is not likely to exist a biomarker that has high relevance but no added value, or a biomarker that has no relevance but a high added value. As a consequence, when asked to give a judgement regarding the difference of attractiveness between two options (one question for each swing), both experts agreed that it would make a huge difference to go from a clinically irrelevant biomarker to a very relevant one, regardless of the added value, leading to a strong/very strong difference of attractiveness in swings one and two, and that it would make little difference to go from 0% added value to 10%, if the biomarker was clinically irrelevant, leading to a weak difference of attractiveness in swing three, while going from 0% added value to 10%, if the biomarker was very clinically relevant, made some difference, leading to a moderate difference of attractiveness in swing four. As a result, we can conclude that Clinical Relevance and Clinical Added Value are unilaterally preference dependent, because the judgements in swings one and two were the same, while in swings three and four they were different, meaning that the Clinical Added Value depends on the Clinical Relevance of a biomarker, but not the other way around.

When comparing the EDs Clinical Relevance and Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development, one expert stated that these two EDs would likely be independent, because it is possible to have a biomarker with high clinical relevance and no potential value to address an unmet
need in drug development, or to have a biomarker with no clinical relevance but still high potential value, although it is more likely for a biomarker to have high potential if it is clinically relevant. Furthermore, it was mentioned that if a biomarker has no potential value in drug development, because it does not meet its context of use, then it is no use and it would be a waste of time to further investigate it, while if it has high potential, its relevance is not very important. As a consequence, when asked to give their judgements regarding the four swings, both experts agreed that it would not make much difference to go from a clinically irrelevant biomarker to an very relevant one, regardless of its potential value in drug development, leading to a weak difference of attractiveness in swings one and two, and that it would make a very significant difference to go from a potential low value in drug development to a potential high/moderate value, regardless of the clinical relevance, leading to a very strong difference of attractiveness in swings three and four. As a result, we can conclude that the Clinical Relevance and Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development are preference independent, because the judgements in swings one and two, and then in swings three and four were the same.

Like in the previous case, when comparing the EDs Clinical Added Value and Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development, one expert stated that these two EDs would likely be independent, because it is possible to have a biomarker with high added value and no potential in drug development, or the opposite. It was also mentioned, once again, that if a biomarker has no potential value in drug development, then it is no use and it would be a waste of time to further investigate it, while if it has high potential, its added value is not the most important factor. As a consequence, when asked to give their judgements regarding the four swings, both experts agreed that it would not make much difference to go from a biomarker with 0% added value to one with 10% added value, regardless of its potential value in drug development, leading to a weak difference of attractiveness in swings one and two, and that it would make a very significant difference to go from a potential low value in drug development to a potential high/moderate value, regardless of the clinical added value, leading to a very strong difference of attractiveness in swings three and four. As a result, we can conclude that the Clinical Added Value and Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development are preference independent, because the judgements in swings one and two, and then in swings three and four were the same.
When comparing the Level of Evidence and Quality of the Study, both experts stated that there was clearly some connection between the two, because if a study has high quality it can have moderate evidence and still be a very good study, however, if it has high evidence but only moderate or low quality one cannot trust the evidence. As a consequence, when asked to give their judgements regarding the four swings, both experts agreed that it would make a very significant difference to go from a biomarker associated with a study with moderate evidence to one with high evidence, if the study had moderate quality, leading to a moderate/strong difference of attractiveness in swing one, but that it would not make much difference if the study had high quality, leading to a weak difference of attractiveness in swing two. The experts also agreed that a change from moderate quality study to high quality study would make a significant difference regardless of the level of evidence, leading to a moderate difference of attractiveness in swings three and four. As a result, we can conclude that Level of Evidence and Quality of the Study are unilaterally preference dependent, because the judgements in swings one and two were the different, while in swings three and four they were the same, meaning that the the Level of Evidence depends on the Quality of the Study, but not the other way around.

Finally, when comparing the Quality of the Study and Test Reliability, one expert explained that, although it is important to have a high quality study, it does not matter how good a study is if test is not reliable enough, because a medium test reliability is going to result in too many false positives or too many false negatives, leading to a lower accuracy, which cannot happen. As a consequence, when asked to give their judgements regarding the four swings, both experts agreed that it would make a significant difference to go from a biomarker associated with a moderate quality study to one with high quality, if the associated test had medium reliability, leading to a moderate difference of attractiveness in swing one, but that it would not make much difference if the test had high reliability, leading to a weak difference of attractiveness in swing two. The experts also agreed that a change from medium reliability test to high reliability test would make a significant to strong difference if the the quality of the study was moderate, leading to a moderate/strong difference of attractiveness in swing three, but that it would only make a significant difference if the quality of the study was high, leading to a moderate difference of attractiveness in swing four. As a result, we can conclude that Quality of the Study and Test Reliability are bilaterally preference dependent, because the judgements were different in swings one and two, and then in swings three and four, meaning that the the Quality of the Study depends on the Test Reliability and vice-versa.

Considering the results obtained, where three pairs of evaluation dimensions were found to be preference dependent, it was necessary to redefine them by combining them into single independent evaluation dimensions. Clinical Added Value and Clinical Relevance were combined in a single named Clinical Benefit and Value, while Level of Evidence, Quality of the Study and Test Reliability were combined in a single named Quality and Reliability of the Study. Regarding the new descriptors of performance, we opted to create constructed descriptors, in order to merge the descriptors of the previously dependent evaluation dimensions into a single descriptor. As a result, the five not preference dependent evaluation dimensions and the two newly created evaluation dimensions, may now be called evaluation criteria, as they are independent. The two new criteria resultant from the five preference dependent ones, including definition, descriptors of performance and reference levels, were approved by the two experts who participated in the interview to assess preference dependence. The definition of the seven resultant evaluation criteria can be observed in Table 5.8, and their respective descriptors of performance and reference levels in Table 5.9.
### Table 5.8: Final list of evaluation criteria for biomarker prioritization and respective descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Dimensions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Benefit and Value</td>
<td>Represents how relevant the biomarker is in clinical practice, in terms of its ability to improve patient well-being and outcome and how much value it adds (if it brings something new/different) in relation to the already qualified biomarkers, based on the AUC between the new biomarker and the already qualified ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Comfort</td>
<td>Comfort of the patient, considering how invasive the procedure used to access the biomarker is (if it is accessible in the peripheral tissue, namely in blood or urine, the discomfort will be null/minimal; if not the discomfort may be greater.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality and Reliability of the Study</td>
<td>A high quality and reliability of a study is based on: i) high methodological quality, validity and applicability to patient care; ii) well-designed cohort, including adequate biospecimen repositories and sample size; iii) proper analytical and statistical methods; iv) consistent and reproducible results across time (test-retest reliability), across items (internal consistency) and across researchers (inter-rate reliability); v) accurate data analysis and interpretation to enable biomarker identification/validation meeting pre-specified performance criteria for a given clinical application context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret</td>
<td>Easiness to measure and analyze the biomarker, considering the simplicity of the method used, the time needed for this purpose and the need for high-throughput, as well as the easiness to interpret the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development</td>
<td>Potential value of a biomarker for a particular context of use in drug development, likely to be recognized by the FDA as qualified biomarker in the near future. Drug development includes patient stratification, selection, trial enrichment, dose selection, response/efficacy assessments, safety assessments, among others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of Validation and Utility</td>
<td>Amount of money necessary for the validation of a biomarker (where the generalizability across different samples and the reproducibility and standardization of the assay are determined) and utility studies (where the results must show performance characteristics, well-designed experiments and the added value in research models and/or patients).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Issues</td>
<td>Ethical issues associated with the application of the biomarker in clinical practice, including psychological reactions (associated with factors such as risk of catastrophic reaction, no proven long-term treatments and risk of false positive) and social stigma.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.1.5 Value Tree

Considering the final list of evaluation criteria presented in Table 5.8, an initial division was made according to areas of concern: the Cost of Development was considered to be a cost, the Ethical Issues were considered to be a risk and the remaining criteria were considered to be benefits. Since there were five benefits, three clusters were created, after discussion with Doctor Deborah Penque:

- **Clinical Benefit**, which includes all criteria that present a clinical or pre-clinical (during drug development) benefit for the patient: Clinical Benefit and Value and Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development.

- **Quality of the Study, Analytical Method and Data**, which includes all study and methodology related criteria: Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret and Quality and Reliability of the Study.

- **Patient care**, which includes the criteria directly related with the patient: Patient Comfort.

As a result, a value tree with the selected criteria divided by areas of concern and clusters was created, and is presented in Figure 5.4.
Table 5.9: Final list of evaluation criteria and respective descriptors of performance and reference levels *neutral* and *good*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Dimensions</th>
<th>Descriptors of Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Benefit and Value</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Very relevant, showing ability to improve well-being and outcome to the generality of patients and adding over 10% value to the already existing biomarkers. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Very relevant, showing ability to improve well-being and outcome to the generality of patients and adding 10% or less value to the already existing biomarkers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relevant, showing ability to improve well-being and outcome to patients with specific characteristics and adding 10% or less value to the already existing biomarkers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relevant, showing ability to improve well-being and outcome to patients with specific characteristics but adding no value to the already existing biomarkers. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Irrelevant, showing poor or no ability to improve patient’s well-being and outcome and adding no value to the already existing biomarkers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient Comfort</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-invasive procedure, with no discomfort to the patient. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Semi-invasive procedure, with mild discomfort to the patient. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Invasive procedure, with mild/moderate discomfort to the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Invasive procedure, with severe discomfort to the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality and Reliability of the Study</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High Quality: all recommendations are fully accomplished. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Medium Quality: three/four recommendations are fully accomplished. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low Quality: one/two recommendations are fully accomplished.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Very low quality: no recommendation is accomplished.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Easiness to Measure, Analyse and Interpret</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Easy to measure and analyze the biomarker and easy to interpret the results. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hard to measure and analyze the biomarker and easy to interpret the results. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Easy to measure and analyze the biomarker and hard to interpret the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hard to measure and analyze the biomarker and hard to interpret the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Potential Value to Address an Unmet Need in Drug Development</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Potential high/moderate-value for a particular COU in drug development with high unmet need. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Potential high/moderate-value for a particular COU in drug development. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Potential low-value for a particular COU in drug development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Costs of Development</strong></td>
<td>Quantitative, continuous and direct:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 5M$ [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 10M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 15M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 20M$ [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 25M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 30M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethical Issues</strong></td>
<td>Qualitative, discrete and constructed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Presents no risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient. [GOOD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Presents low risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Presents moderate risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient. [NEUTRAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Presents high risk of psychological reactions and/or social stigma to the patient.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.4: Organization of the criteria in a value tree using the software M-MACBETH. The dark blue nodes are the areas of concern, the light blue nodes with the terms not highlighted in red are the clusters and the evaluation criteria are the terms highlighted in red.

5.2 Discussion of Methodology and Results

The socio-technical approach used in this thesis for structuring the model, which included the technical elements of the MCDA model MACBETH but also the social elements of participatory methods, was used for the purpose of combining scientific evidence with the opinion of different experts, and, consequently, reach greater validity and credibility of the model. It involved several steps: the first three steps, which did not involve a social part, were the assessment of areas of concern in the biomarker field, the definition of exclusion criteria and the creation of a list with all relevant COPD prognostic biomarkers found in literature; in the other hand, the fourth step included both a social and technical part, and had the purpose of determining the relevant evaluation criteria for the prioritization of COPD prognostic biomarkers, being divided in five phases (evidence analysis, interviews, web-based Delphi, test on preference dependence/restructuring of criteria and building of the value tree).

The use of said socio-technical methodology led to a greater acceptance, a more inclusive and representative model and, consequently, a more valid and credible model. Its greatest downside is the fact that it becomes substantially more complex when more than one biomarker category is included, which is the reason why we only focused on prognostic biomarkers in this thesis.

Contrarily to the solely technical phases, in the three phases that involved experts opinions, there were some difficulties noted. During the interviews, it was particularly difficult to explain to experts what criteria were and what they were used for, as all experts tended to be focused primarily on the benefit a biomarker could present, stating repeatedly that the benefit was the most important factor when selecting a biomarker. However, since the interviews were conducted through video-call, everything was explained in detail, including some examples, which helped the experts to understand the purpose of more than one criterion in a prioritization process. All experts found it substantially easier to understand what a descriptor of performance and reference level were, as well as to judge them. Although only four experts were interviewed, these interviews allowed for a thorough analysis of each of the proposed
criteria and respective descriptors of performance and reference levels, as experts suggested changes and mentioned relevant clinical or biological information that significantly helped to define the criteria with clarity and scientific rigor.

The web-based Delphi had several advantages, namely it: allowed for a far greater number of participants than a face-to-face decision conference would allow; reunited the opinions of individuals with different backgrounds and from different geographical locations, resulting in a very heterogeneous sample and diverse opinions, which adds value and credibility to the model; helped avoiding the opinion of domineering individuals from being the only heard; avoided group pressure (either due to social norms, customs, culture or standing within profession) for conformity; allowed for individuals to have access to all information before taking a position; and, by being anonymous, allowed people to freely give their opinion without fear of rejection. However, this method presented some disadvantages as well. The four that clearly stood out during the development of this thesis were: (i) it took a very long time to be completed; (ii) the e-mails sent to participants were perceived as spam by many experts (specially by those who were not familiar with the platform) and sometimes were directly sent to the spam instead of the participants' inbox, leading to less participation; (iii) without an incentive (monetary, for example) it was substantially harder to make individuals interested enough to participate. As a result, the percentage of experts that accepted to participate in the Web-Delphi conducted during this thesis was very low (only 20%), although this number also reflected the month the web-Delphi was developed in (August), in which a great percentage of the individuals were probably on vacation; (iv) the platform used did not allow for an analysis of the evolution of each participants’ opinion throughout the rounds, nor for an evaluation of the the answers according to field of expertise, due to the fact that there was only access to a table with the percentage of answers in each scale level, and not individual answers (even coded, due to anonymity), which led to a poorer analysis of results.

During the test on preference dependence interviews, which were essential to guarantee the independence among criteria, it was particularly difficult for the two experts involved to understand the purpose of the test on preference dependence, the questions asked and what they should answer, even with the questions presented in a graphical way. However, since the interviews were once again conducted through a video-call, there was a chance to clarify all the doubts in real time, which made it easier for experts to understand the whole process. Initially, they also had some difficulty using the MACBETH semantic scale, as they were not used to give the type of judgments asked of them. However, the possibility of choosing two categories instead of one when evaluating the differences of attractiveness helped, as sometimes the experts were hesitant regarding which option to choose.

Despite the difficulties presented by the experts, who had never been subjected to such a way of thinking, after some explanation of the objective of the thesis and of each phase, and what was required of them, they were able to look at the problem in a new way and reacted satisfactorily to the new method, mentioning that this new model could be very helpful in the future.

In the end, seven evaluation criteria were considered relevant by the experts who participated in the several phases of this socio-technical process. However, it is likely that results would have been different with a different panel of experts and considering different contexts, with certain evaluation dimensions being considered more or less relevant, and some not being approved. For example, in the web-based Delphi, if there had been an even number of researchers and clinicians, or even a higher number of clinicians, the results could have been different. In fact, one of this web-Delphi’s potential limitations is researcher bias, as the panel of experts that participated was composed by 76% researchers and only 24% clinicians.

Overall, the socio-technical methodology used in this thesis worked well, despite the few difficulties met throughout the process, resulting in a good structure for the MCDA model, with seven well defined and relevant evaluation criteria to be used for the prioritization of COPD prognostic biomarkers.
Chapter 6

Discussion

Although MCDA and most specifically the MACBETH approach, has been applied in several healthcare related studies, there are very few studies regarding its use in biomarker prioritization, and almost no information regarding biomarker prioritization in general in COPD. Therefore, by applying the MACBETH socio-technical approach to the case of COPD, a completely new and original model has been developed, although there is still a long way to go until its completion.

By going through three different phases to define evaluation criteria and respective descriptors of performance and reference levels, based on three different methods, evidence analysis, interviews to four experts and web-based Delphi to twenty-two experts, instead of only one phase, we were able to guarantee that, according to the clinicians and researchers that participated in the study, the final list of evaluation criteria contained only relevant elements, adding validity and credibility to the model.

Furthermore, by testing for inter-dependencies in this thesis, we were able to guarantee that the final list of relevant evaluation criteria were independent of each other, which is an essential characteristic for evaluation criteria in a MCDA model. The application of this method in this thesis is particularly noteworthy due to its originality, since most literature on MCDA in HTA does not test or treat evaluation dimensions for inter-dependencies.

By only further analysing and testing the most promising biomarkers, which will likely have the best outcomes, the number of clinically validated and qualified biomarkers will tend to increase significantly. As a consequence, personalized medicine can be improved, by improving disease specific drugs using the qualified disease specific biomarkers, possibly leading to better disease outcomes, such as higher patient survival and lower health costs, among others. Therefore, the model designed and developed in this thesis comes as a great contribute in the drug development and clinical fields, as it is innovative and allows for the determination of the most promising disease specific biomarkers, when there are hundreds available, leading to the development of more efficient drugs and, consequently, better patient care.

Despite some difficulties met throughout the process, the socio-technical methodology used in this thesis worked well, resulting in a good structure for the MCDA model, with seven well defined and relevant evaluation criteria: clinical benefit and value, potential value to address an unmet need in drug development, easiness to measure, analyse and interpret, quality and reliability of the study, patient comfort, ethical issues and costs of development. The criteria defined will be very useful for CliniMark to prioritize COPD prognostic biomarkers, by facilitating the comparison of the different options and by reducing time and monetary resources.
Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

In this master thesis, the structuring part of a MCDA model, more specifically a socio-technical MAC-BETH approach, was developed, for the purpose of evaluating and selecting the most promising COPD prognostic biomarkers among the hundreds found in literature.

Several steps were taken to reach a final list of valid and credible criteria, including evidence analysis, interviews to four experts, a web-based Delphi to several experts and, with the purpose of confirming the dependencies among them, a test on preference dependence. The evidence analysis allowed for an initial and very basic list of nine potentially relevant evaluation dimensions. The interviews were essential to reach a group of ten well-defined, reformulated and potentially relevant biomarkers and respective descriptors of performance and reference levels. The twenty two expert opinions gathered during the web-based Delphi were essential to confirm the relevance of the proposed evaluation dimensions. The opinions clearly converged throughout the three rounds, meaning the Delphi process was successful in promoting agreement. Finally, some dependencies were found during the test on preference dependence, which led to the grouping of some evaluation dimensions, resulting in a total of seven preference independent evaluation dimensions (when independent, called evaluation criteria). By including experts from different groups of expertise and geographical locations throughout the process, the model became more inclusive and representative, leading to more validity and credibility.

After the four mentioned phases, we reached a solid structuring of the model, and credible evaluation criteria to prioritize COPD prognostic biomarkers.

The main difficulties throughout the whole process involved selecting the criteria and building clear and non-subjective descriptors of performance, motivating the experts to participate in the Web-based Delphi, explaining to the experts what was being asked and what was the purpose of the test on preference dependence and the fact that a better development of methods would require more resources than the ones that were available.

In the future, when the model is completed, it will be possible to select the most promising COPD biomarkers, which will increase significantly the probability of the biomarkers’ qualification success and reduce both the monetary and time resources necessary to increase the number of qualified biomarkers, which is currently too high. Furthermore, and more importantly, the number of qualified disease specific biomarkers will tend to increase, increasing, therefore, the quality and efficiency of patient care.
7.2 Future Work

In the future, it would be interesting to complete the model for COPD prognostic biomarkers, including the building, testing and validation of the model.

It would also be interesting to apply the developed MCDA model to a COU different from the one used in this thesis. It would be ideal to develop a new MCDA model that could compare and prioritize biomarkers with several different COUs, instead of the single one considered during this thesis, for the purpose of simplicity. This would result in a more comprehensive model.

It would also be interesting to improve MCDA tools for stakeholder involvement and evaluation in the context and to develop a model with the participation of different combinations of participants, as well as a greater number of experts, from several fields, so that the model can be more robust, avoiding the variability associated with a group of decision-makers as small as the one used in this thesis.

Finally, the developed model could be applied to other biomarkers and, specially, diseases other than COPD, since the idea of developing such a model was to make it comprehensive, in such a way that it was not limited to the prioritization of biomarkers for only one disease.
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